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Chapter 1 

Dynamic Decisions 

Introduction to Dynamic Decisions 

The science of decision-making is dominated by tasks which constrain decisions to occur 

in fixed intervals of time with minimal movement of the body or environment. While these 

constraints have proven useful for understanding perceptual and response competition, they do 

not reflect the natural temporal structure of decision-making. To understand how we make 

decisions, we must understand how the environment, the body, and the brain interact in time. 

The environment both affords and constrains choice. The body reifies choice through movement, 

or the lack thereof. The brain maps the dynamics of the environment onto the dynamics of the 

body. From the interactions between brain, body, and environment, decisions emerge. This poses 

a challenge for understanding decision-making: does one fix the environment and body to study 

the mechanisms of the brain? Ignore the body and brain to study the nature of the environment? 

Or even cut away the brain and environment to study the movement of the body? The challenge 

is how to ground an understanding of decisions without reducing the essential complexity of the 

subject. Although no response to this challenge will be fully satisfying, in this dissertation I will 

describe a variety of research spanning the disciplines of cognitive and computational 

neuroscience, behavioral psychology, ecology, and artificial intelligence with the goal of 

generating new insights into decision-making. 

The research presented in this dissertation broadly falls under a perspective I refer to as 

dynamic decisions. The dynamic decisions perspective is informed by the following two 

observations. 1) The consequences of decisions often demand high accuracy, yet neural 

processes tend to be fairly noisy. This is reflected by speed-accuracy tradeoffs for many kinds of 

decisions, where longer delays reduce errors. Delaying or stopping undesirable actions is 

therefore an essential component of accurate decision-making. 2) Decisions are reified through 

actions of the body, rather than purely mental or neural commitments. Thus, the relationships 

between decision alternatives and ongoing actions, or even simulated actions, of the body are an 

important influence on decision-making. Given these two principles, I argue that the outcome of 

a decision is determined by when the decision is executed, and the study of decision dynamics 

offers viable routes to integrate environment, body, and brain. 

Outline of Chapters 

Connecting disparate spatial and temporal scales is a significant obstacle in 

interdisciplinary research. In Chapter 2, I will describe a conceptual ladder which attempts to 

climb from the level of neuronal activity spanning microns and milliseconds to complex decision 

behavior spanning meters and minutes. This is a speculative account based on a review of prior 

literature. Nevertheless, such an account helps to proactively address the challenge of reducing 

decision-making to its constituents outlined above, if only by providing a mental foil. 

The conceptual framework outlined in Chapter 2 can also provide a rough mental model 

for understanding the modern neuroscience of decision making. Over the past several years, 

cognitive neuroscience has advanced dramatically due to fundamental advances in 

electrophysiology (e.g. high density electrode arrays, stable implanted recording devices in 

human brains, and meso-scale optical brain recordings). These advances have provided powerful 

new methods for understanding the relationships between oscillations in the brain and ongoing 

behavior. Correspondingly, advances in the scale and detail of models in computational 

neuroscience have started to unravel the functional relationships between neural oscillations and 
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electrochemical processes in individual neurons. At each of these levels, neuroscientists are 

reporting evidence for complex, nonlinear interactions between processes. This has made it 

challenging to ground our understanding of behavioral dynamics in neuronal processes. The 

conceptual framework provided in the next chapter offers one mental model to ground high-level 

behaviors in very low-level processes. 

One basic neuronal process with a direct relationship to behavioral dynamics is the neural 

mechanism for mediating decision conflict. Decision conflict can be thought of as uncertainty 

with respect to the costs and benefits of a decision. Because the most general response to 

decision conflict is to delay action, conflict is a principal source of variation in the dynamics of 

decisions. Chapter 3 reviews a traditional view of conflict mediation in the brain via 

reinforcement learning and then proposes an important new neurocomputational mechanism for 

conflict mediation via the subthalamic nucleus. This proposal is implemented in a spiking neural 

network model of key regions and pathways of the brain which represent and respond to conflict. 

In a computational experiment, I show that the basic structural neuroanatomy of these regions 

allows for an intrinsic selection process, which is a key component of delaying responses due to 

conflicting information in the environment. This model also produces a key neural signature of 

decision conflict, increased low frequency LFP oscillations, offering a possible explanation for 

the emergence of that oscillation via spike synchrony. 

Although much progress has been made in understanding decision-making via discrete 

responses, neither the activity of the brain nor the movements of the body are truly discrete. A 

second key question raised by the dynamic decisions perspective is how can we bridge our 

understanding of discrete decisions with that of more continuous behaviors? In Chapter 4 of this 

dissertation, I report a computational experiment which explores a behavioral domain with the 

potential to do exactly that: foraging. Many of the neural mechanisms which drive complex 

decision-making are thought to have evolved to control the more primitive search for resources 

in complex environments. This kind of search does not involve choosing between many equally 

viable alternatives, but rather a more continuous evaluation of whether to attempt to exploit 

one’s immediate surroundings or to explore the wider world. The model presented in Chapter 4 

explores the hypothesis that very low-level neuronal dynamics might drive this high-level 

exploration/exploitation tradeoff, and then evaluates the consequences of that hypothesis for 

behavioral patterns. 

Moving beyond the simplest dynamic decision-making mechanisms requires an 

understanding of the dynamic influences on decisions. While traditional models of decision-

making typically assume representations are static throughout the course of a decision, in reality 

the body and environment are continuously in motion. Dynamic processes inside and outside the 

brain directly influence decision dynamics. In Chapter 5, I consider one relevant kind of dynamic 

neural process, critical branching, which can give rise to metastable representations in the brain. 

These neuronal representations capture essential features of the environment needed for making 

a decision, such as a decision between two competing responses afforded by the environment, 

but they capture those features transiently. Neurons participating in the representation of a given 

response might become fatigued and go silent, while others come online, or neurons might even 

be rebalanced between the responses to ensure adequate attentional capacity. This kind of 

transience can be shown as a result of simple, local plasticity rules with no understanding of the 

environment the neurons are representing. Importantly, this realization helps to explain the 

inconsistent and sometimes frustratingly irreducible relationships between brain and behavior, 

since the behaviors are inherently emergent from nonstationary, nonlinear systems. 
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While Chapter 5 presents a proof-of-concept argument for the emergence of transient 

neuronal representations, it relies on a somewhat specific neuronal mechanism with currently 

limited physiological evidence. In Appendix A, I include a series of brief works describing 

dynamic neural processes and their relationships to simple behaviors. These works serve to 

emphasize the essential view that, even without specialized neuronal mechanisms or specific 

neuroanatomical structures, a dynamic decisions perspective can help to illuminate the 

mechanisms of behavior.  

In Appendix B, my co-authors and I report a series of behavioral experiments in virtual 

reality which complement this view of representational dynamics. In these experiments, we 

demonstrate that participants rapidly learn to associate sensorimotor dynamics (that is, the actual 

movements and sensations of the body), with novel concepts and then subsequently reinvoke 

these dynamic representations when cued for the concepts. These experiments help to bridge the 

neural processes involved in dynamic decisions with broader cognitive principles including 

embodiment and predictive processing. 

Discussion and Future Work 

In artificial systems—say internal-combustion vehicles or x86 personal computers—it is 

generally the case that an engineer with enough time can develop a reasonably complete 

understanding of a system at several levels of abstraction, identify the components of each level, 

and describe the essential interactions between those levels. This gold standard for reductionism 

makes it tempting to hunt for some equivalent to the hardware, computations, and applications of 

the mind. Indeed, this is essentially what is attempted in Chapter 2. Nevertheless, if there is 

anything we can conclude with certainty from the past century of cognitive science, it is that a 

mind is not so easily pulled apart as an engine. 

Taken together, the scientific research presented in this dissertation illustrates a picture of 

decisions emerging in time from the complex interplay of environment, body, and brain. This 

emergence occurs across multiple spatial and temporal scales, further complicating the task of 

generalization. Crucially, I propose that in order to understand anything useful about complex 

human decisions, we must consider the neural and behavioral trajectory leading up to the 

decision rather than simply the endpoint of that trajectory. 

Several key aspects of the dynamic decisions perspective remain untested. Although there 

are interesting clues in the motor neuroscience literature about the relationship between medium 

frequency oscillations and inhibition of motor plans, we do not yet have a clear 

neurocomputational understanding of how the basal ganglia delay motor execution until decision 

conflict is resolved. Evidence is accumulating, including that presented here, to support the view 

that recurrent spike synchrony is a fundamental neuronal mechanism for generating functional 

neural oscillations. However, demonstrations of this relationship tend to emphasize simple 

oscillations with just one or two dominant frequencies. In contrast, in vivo recordings exhibit a 

complex tapestry of interacting neural oscillations. It remains to be shown whether these highly 

coupled neural oscillations emerge from the same neuroanatomical properties or require 

additional supporting mechanisms. Finally, the work presented here hints at the importance of 

dynamic neural representations generally, but fails to make explicitly close the loop from 

dynamic behaviors to the environment to perceptual processes. A wide range of exciting research 

in action dynamics could offer potentially useful insights into this challenge if it could be 

successfully integrated with a neurocomputational model of the underlying processes. 

In spite of the limitations, the dynamic decisions perspective already offers a useful 

complement to prior approaches. I have shown that at minimum we can develop insight into the 
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timing of responses, and that if we couple that with emerging perspectives on neural oscillations 

we can potentially bridge the actions of cells to the actions of bodies. A great deal of progress 

has been made in cognitive neuroscience by studying the neural basis of static decisions, but we 

may be approaching the point where increasingly complex static decision models cease to 

illuminate and begin to obscure the basis of human decision-making. Fundamentally, decisions 

are a theoretical construct. They are a conceptual discretization of what is, at the bottom, a 

continuous flow of energy. I would suggest that future research ought to adopt a more balanced 

view of decisions by considering behavior from a dynamic decisions perspective. This 

perspective entails considering not only the static mental computations, but also interactions over 

time between dynamic representations and dynamic behaviors. As in cognitive science more 

broadly, theories of decision-making based on this perspective will incorporate predictive and 

simulative processes rather than assuming fixed representations of the environment. By carefully 

applying this perspective, we can potentially begin to develop a more rigorous, integrated 

understanding of how decisions are made. 
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Chapter 2 

A Conceptual Ladder from Spikes to Behavior: 

Toward the Neural Basis of Dynamic Choices at Multiple Scales 

 

Reducing cognitive phenomena to neural activity is seen by many as lacking in scientific utility. 

The conceptual chasm between electrochemical activity and the act of making a choice is too 

broad to span in a single step. In this chapter, I describe a multi-scale conceptual framework 

that incrementally climbs from neuronal spikes to cognitive processes with each step offering 

theoretic reductions. I propose a hierarchy of neurocomputational processes that are promising 

for understanding an array of cognitive phenomena, then illustrate this approach in the context 

of dynamic choice. Both empirical and simulation studies are described to support this view of 

emergent behavior. 

 

Published as: 

Shea, Timothy M., & Noelle, David C. (2018). A Conceptual Ladder from Spikes to Behavior: 

Toward the Neural Basis of Dynamic Choices at Multiple Scales. Proceedings of the 40th 

Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society. 

 

Introduction  

In this paper, we construct a conceptual ladder upon which we climb from the 

foundations of neuroscience -- spiking neurons -- to the dynamical patterns of brain activity and 

behavior that arise during decision making. In spite of broad acceptance of the general idea that, 

in some way, high level cognitive processes are grounded in the electrical and chemical 

processes of neurons, there are relatively few instances in which cognition has been clearly 

mapped onto cellular actions. In part, this may be due to the tremendous difference in scale: the 

human hand is a thousand times larger than a neuron. Pushing a button takes hundreds of times 

longer than sending an electrical impulse down an axon. Nevertheless, we describe here an 

account which ascends these spatial and temporal scales, one rung at a time, by drawing on 

emerging perspectives at various levels of computational and empirical neuroscience, as well as 

modern behavioral research. We review some literature related to each of these levels of analysis 

and discuss our own computational simulations of relevant phenomena.  

While this conceptual ladder may be a generally useful framing for a broad array of 

cognitive processes, we focus on a category of behavioral experimental paradigms which target 

value-based decision making. A simple example is a two-armed bandit task, in which a 

participant selects one of two actions on each trial, guided by the predicted reward for each 

action. These kinds of choices can be made reflexively and can be learned by non-human 

primates and rodents. They arguably offer a clear and simple model of the broader problem of 

action selection. There is also extensive research on the contributions of brain waves, brain 

regions, cell types, neurotransmitters, and various other biological factors to these types decision 

tasks. This large body of research provides multi-scale perspectives on the neural basis of value-

based decision making and provides constraints on any proposed account of choice.  

Our conceptual ladder starts with spiking neural networks. We explain how 

synchronization in spiking neural networks offers a general mechanism to understand the 

emergence of oscillations. We discuss how oscillations modulate regional processing in the 

brain. We argue that the interaction of oscillations provides a useful active substrate for neural 
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communication. Lastly, we describe how these properties can give rise to characteristic patterns 

of brain activity and behavior observed in decision making.  

Spiking neural networks synchronize 

One of the first lessons learned by every scientist who attempts to build a spiking neural 

network model is that spiking networks synchronize (Brunel, 2000). Synchronous spiking is the 

generation of a large fraction of spikes during narrow, semi-regular temporal bands, separated by 

relative silence. This fact often goes unmentioned in the literature, perhaps because it is so basic 

and pervasive to the approach, but it is virtually assured that every successful spiking neural 

network model has undergone a period of tuning to avoid excessive synchrony (c.f. Hahn, et al., 

2014). Excessive synchrony is undesirable, as it reduces the representational capacity of a 

spiking network and impairs spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP). It also leads to visibly 

artificial spike raster plots that fail to capture observed biological spiking patterns.  

A common cause of synchronous spiking is recurrent synaptic connectivity associated 

with a “reservoir” (Maass, Natschläger, & Markram, 2002) or cortical layers (Tiesinga & 

Sejnowski, 2009). In these cases, feedback loops from recurrent connectivity drive excitatory 

spiking interspersed with inhibitory silencing. Without careful tuning, this feedback-induced 

synchrony can overpower activity related to meaningful stimuli in the network. Nevertheless, 

recurrent connections in biological neuronal networks are ubiquitous. 

One of the longest running debates in computational neuroscience involves the role of 

spike timing in neuronal information processing. Although it is widely agreed that information is 

conveyed by neural spikes in aggregate, there is disagreement over whether that information is 

encoded in the precise timing of spikes or only in the rate at which spikes are generated. In some 

specific cases, highly temporally precise sensory information that can be decoded from spike 

times (e.g. in binaural spatial cues, Chase & Young, 2006) beyond that which can be extracted 

from firing rates. We suggest that emerging theories that emphasize the role of spike synchrony 

in robust neuronal communication offer a potential route to resolving these tensions. 

Spike synchrony links spikes to oscillations  

The excitability of neurons in a brain region is correlated with the phase of ongoing 

neural oscillations in that region (Fries, 2005). Local field potentials (LFP) are generated by 

fluctuations in membrane potential across many thousands of neurons in a region (Gold et al., 

2006). These fluctuations are the result of various processes that occur at different timescales. 

While spike generation is a distinct feature of individual neurons, LFPs deemphasize high-

frequency fluctuations, at the timescale of spikes, so that only very dense concentrations of 

spikes affect the LFP amplitude. For this reason, synchronous spiking across a neural population 

will give rise to an ongoing LFP oscillation, while irregular spiking activity will not. Alternative 

oscillatory mechanisms are certainly plausible (e.g. endogenously generated oscillatory currents, 

Brunel, Hakim, & Richardson, 2003), but synchronous spiking offers a parsimonious account for 

the emergence of oscillations while simultaneously explaining why LFP oscillation phase is 

correlated with neuronal excitability. The patterns of connectivity which give rise to synchrony 

result in periods of inhibition (low excitability) and disinhibition (high excitability) and these 

periods will necessarily be phase-locked to resulting oscillations. Thus, spike synchrony provides 

a functional link from the activity of individual neurons to neural oscillations.  

An important consideration in the emergence of oscillations from synchronous spiking is 

the role of neuronal and network parameters in shaping the oscillations which emerge. Properties 

such as neuron leak conductance and excitatory-inhibitory ratio of the network directly affect the 
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gain in recurrent synaptic pathways. Both the mean and variance in spike transmission delays 

alter the length of feedback loops. These and other structural properties determine the frequency, 

phase, and amplitude of intrinsic neural oscillations (Fig. 2.1). 

 

Figure 2.1: This spike raster plot demonstrates synchrony in a simulated spiking neural network 

as a result of inhibitory recurrence. Each row represents a neuron and each dot represents a 

spike at a given time. The blue line indicates the average firing rate of the population in time. 

Neural oscillations provide an active substrate for communication  
As described previously, the phase of neural oscillations is correlated with neuronal 

excitability. These findings have led to an emerging consensus concerning the functional role of 

neural oscillations. This consensus holds that the effectiveness of communication between brain 

regions is modulated by the coherence of oscillations in the regions. This hypothesis is called 

communication-through-coherence (CTC) (Fries, 2005). 

The CTC hypothesis makes clear predictions concerning neuronal communication in the 

context of a single dominant frequency of oscillation (Fig. 2.2). However, biological neural 

oscillations typically exhibit power in many distinct frequency bands. In this case, it is unclear 

which frequency might have a dominant effect on neuronal excitability. One potential solution to 

this problem involves a mechanism through which multiple oscillations are entrained, such that 

the phase relations between regions are consistent across multiple frequency bands. Indeed, just 

such entrainment has been observed. Cross-frequency-coupling (CFC) describes the phenomena 

where ongoing neural oscillations in one frequency are coupled to oscillations in a different 

frequency. CFC is particularly strong between alpha-band (8-12 Hz) phase and gamma-band 

(>30 Hz) amplitude (phase-amplitude coupling). This means that the strength of the high 

frequency component of neural oscillations in a region is modulated by the phase of the low 

frequency component. The degree of phase-amplitude coupling in a region has been linked to the 

strength of intra-regional communication versus inter-regional communication. Other forms of 

CFC include phase-phase coupling and amplitude-amplitude coupling (Canolty & Knight, 2010). 
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Figure 2.2: Communication-through-coherence between two regions with the same dominant 

frequency. In this scenario, the effectiveness of communication (likelihood of a transmitted spike 

to induce a spike at the receiving neuron) is predominantly affected by the relative phase and 

spike transmission delays. The sending population (blue) exhibits a strong influence on neurons 

in the receiving population (orange) with a compatible phase and has minimal impact on 

neurons in the inhibitory period of an oscillation. Receiving neurons are shown with staggered 

phase to illustrate the effect of CTC. 

Another important clue in deciphering the functional role of oscillations comes from the 

spatial scales over which neural communication occurs. Over long neurophysiological distances, 

spike transmission delays and variability both increase. These increases correspond to a wider 

temporal window in which postsynaptic potentials might arrive. To accommodate this, the 

frequency of neural oscillation must be lower, producing increased durations of the periods of 

neuronal excitability. In contrast, oscillations at a high frequency (e.g. gamma-band), with more 

brief periods of neuronal excitability, provide a substrate for communication over short 

neurophysiological distances. These predictions are consistent with the behavioral correlates of 

neural oscillations (Table 2.1). 

 

Table 2.1: Behavioral correlates of neural oscillations (Canolty & Knight, 2010).  
Frequency Correlates 

Gamma  > 30 Hz  Local network processing  

Beta  20 - 25 Hz  Motor planning, rhythm  

Alpha  8 - 12 Hz  Visual attention  

Theta  4 - 8 Hz  Conflict detection  

Delta  < 4 Hz  Multisensory integration  

 

Together, CTC and CFC suggest a framework in which communication across neuronal 

networks is modulated by a broad range of interacting oscillations at various spatial scales. These 

interacting oscillations provide an active substrate for communication: a constantly shifting 

network of channels vying for the available bandwidth. Rather than a central coordinator 

allocating influence to streams of neural processing, the streams dynamically entrain and diverge 
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from one another according to learned task demands and new inputs. As the relative power of 

oscillation components fluctuate, and as they shift in and out of relative phase, the effectiveness 

of particular channels of communication increase and decrease. Because the oscillations emerge 

from spiking activity, neural spikes drive these shifts in phase and power. The detailed 

relationship between spikes and waves is highly complex, however, making oscillation 

coherence a useful intermediate level of analysis. 

This framework of activity-driven modulation of neural communication offers a plausible 

mechanism for variation in functional connectivity between larger neural regions (Akam & 

Kullman, 2012; Salinas & Sejnowski, 2001). A vast literature based on fMRI, EEG, and other 

imaging methodologies has demonstrated that functional changes in coupling between regions 

can occur rapidly in response to task and context cues (Bullmore & Sporns, 2009). While 

functional connectivity between regions can reflect common inputs, it is often taken to imply 

selective communication. These observations have been made without knowledge of the 

mechanism by which neural activity might be selectively processed or ignored. Given that the 

coherence of oscillations among regions is rapidly altered by interacting neuronal activity, CTC 

and CFC could underlie task- and context-dependent changes in functional connectivity 

throughout the brain. 

Dynamics of choice arise from properties of the communication substrate  

Perhaps counterintuitively, coherent oscillations supporting communication between 

regions do not necessarily improve information processing between those regions and produce 

associated facility in behavior. It is natural to expect greater amplitudes in task-linked 

oscillations to be associated with better communication and, thus, better task performance. 

Almost paradoxically, though, high amplitude oscillations are regularly associated with a lack of 

strong information processing. For example, alpha amplitude increases in visual areas when the 

eyes are closed and there is (apparently) no visual attention. Also, conflict-related high amplitude 

theta waves in medial frontal and subcortical regions is linked to slow responses and poor 

performance (Zavala, Zaghloul, & Brown, 2015).  

In a computational model of the role of thalamocortical loops in signal selection (Shea, 

Rodny, Warlaumont, & Noelle, 2017), we found that this inverse relationship can emerge from a 

trade-off between cognitive stability and sensory signal integration. During periods of low 

conflict, such as when a sensory stimulus is clearly distinguished from its background, the strong 

stimulus input suppressed background noise, leading to a stable selection of the signal. During 

periods of high conflict, such as when the stimulus was not clearly distinct from background 

noise, competition caused increased oscillations, promoting greater communication. However, if 

the increased oscillations led to conflict being quickly resolved, the oscillations then rapidly 

faded. If conflict persisted, the oscillations remained strong as the network failed to pull the 

signal from the noise. Thus, in our model, the strength of oscillations is inversely related to the 

neuronal network’s performance. 
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Figure 2.3: Architecture of a spiking neural network model of thalamocortical signal selection. 

The network is based on recurrent synaptic circuits which connect the thalamus, cortex, and 

basal ganglia. Arrow-heads denote excitatory pathways, circles denote inhibitory pathways. 

STIM = stimulus, THL = thalamus, CTX = cortex, DA1 = Striatum (Da1-Receptors), DA2 = 

Striatum (Da2-Receptors), STN = Subthalamic Nucleus, GPI = Globus Pallidus Internal, GPE = 

Globus Pallidus External (Shea, Rodny, Warlaumont, & Noelle, 2017). 

The model contained seven populations of leaky integrate-and-fire spiking neurons and 

eleven synaptic pathways comprising a recurrent thalamo-cortico-basal ganglia circuit (Fig. 2.3). 

Shaped input currents were injected at the model thalamus to simulate a stimulus, and these 

signal inputs were overlaid with random background noise. Thalamic activity propagated 

forward through the cortex and basal ganglia, where an off-center on-surround inhibitory 

dynamic gave rise to neuronal competition. For weak stimuli, the resulting competition was 

unstable, and the excitatory-inhibitory recurrence of the network caused neurons in every region 

to synchronize. For stronger stimuli, suppression of background noise kept recurrent feedback 

under control, allowing a stable representation of the signal to emerge in the cortex (Fig. 2.4).  

The task performed by our model is simple: a signal, represented as increased thalamic 

activity in a region of an abstract neural map, is obscured by noise. The network attempts to 

amplify the signal by suppressing the noise. This reflects a single choice task: a Go task as 

opposed to a Go/No-Go task. Although this task seems simpler than many animal behaviors, 

very complex decisions can be mapped onto such a signal selection mechanism through a 

combination of affordance competition and serial evaluation.  

Many neural network models of two-alternative forced choice tasks represent relevant 

features of the alternatives simultaneously in two different populations of neurons, with choices 

also represented separately and in parallel. The neurons representing the alternatives then 

compete through recurrent projections, producing some form of a “winner take all” dynamic 

(Usher & McClelland, 2001). This approach is problematic when considering how it might scale 

up to situations in which there are many more than two options. It is unlikely that the brain is 

equipped with parallel neural pathways for each possible choice in a large and novel set, with 
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inhibition appropriately configured to cause the alternatives to compete when a choice is 

presented. 

 

Figure 2.4: During each trial, the model is presented with a noisy bump-attractor stimulus for 

2s. In trials with high stimulus signal-to-noise ratio (SnR) (4 - 10 s above), the network selects 

the stimulus and inhibits background noise, yielding a high evoked SnR. In trials with low 

stimulus SnR (0 - 4 s above), competition between signal and noise leads to the emergence of 

oscillations. The local field potential (LFP) is modeled as the leak, excitatory, and inhibitory 

currents of all neurons in a population inversely scaled by the distance to a fixed point in the 

population.  

A different account of choice involves serial evaluation. Alternatives are represented and 

entertained one at a time, with relative value information represented, and there is a process of 

shifting from one alternative to the next, with potentially many repeated considerations of a 

given choice. Rather than making a parallel forced-choice, there is only an “accept-reject” 

decision for the currently represented choice, with acceptance resulting in the selection of that 

alternative and rejection entailing continued serial consideration. This account scales to multiple 

alternatives and is consistent with the proposal that decision making capabilities of this kind 

initially evolved in the context of foraging, where potential choices (e.g. bushes that might 

contain good berries) are considered serially, resulting in repeated “accept-reject” decisions 

(Hayden, 2018). 

There is increasing evidence that serial evaluation is used in the brain. For example, Rich 

& Wallis (2016) recorded ensemble spiking activity and local field potentials from the 

orbitofrontal cortex, finding neurons representing the value of options in a 2-alternative forced 

choice task, alternatively encoding the value of one choice and then the other. 
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If input signals in our computational model are seen as encoding value, perhaps with 

noise capturing a background value standard arising from previously considered options, then 

successful signal selection can be an “accept” choice, while continued strong oscillations could 

drive a “reject”, prompting input of another potential choice. 

Our computational model of choice is incomplete. Any form of attentional switching -- 

triggered by oscillations or other factors -- is exogenous to the network. The model illustrates 

how recurrent communication between cortical and midbrain decision structures can support 

both signal selection, and can promote oscillations necessary for neuronal communication. Thus, 

prolonged “deliberation” in such a circuit will give rise to more effective spike propagation 

across a broader region of neural tissue. 

Discussion 

The problem of grounding cognitive processes in the activity of the brain is at the core of 

cognitive science, yet the mechanisms of brain function which are well understood operate at a 

finer scale than what is relevant to behavior. In investigating the neural mechanisms of serial 

decision-making, we have identified important abstractions, at different scales, with which we 

can climb from spikes to choices. We have proposed that synchrony is a fundamental property of 

neuronal networks and argued that synchrony is the primary mechanism of neural oscillation. 

There are counter-arguments to this proposal, yet there is no alternative which enjoys as much 

empirical support or as robustly explains the bidirectional interactions of spikes and brain waves. 

We also reviewed evidence that neural oscillations which emerge from spike synchrony provide 

a flexible, dynamic mechanism for selective communication across spatial and temporal scales: 

an active substrate. We then explored how this communication across recurrently connected 

brain regions may underlie some of the cognitive processes of choice. 

Mental and behavioral phenomena occurring at the level of human experience find their 

causes not only in brain states, but in the interactions of brains, bodies, and environments. 

Specific mental states, it might be argued, emerge from these interactions. Much of the modern 

understanding of neuronal activity has been developed at the scale of individual cells, whereas it 

is likely that qualitatively different properties emerge from brain-scale collections of neurons. 

These possibilities invite criticism of a pure reductionist account of cognition. Nevertheless, we 

propose that our conceptual ladder, providing a multi-scale perspective on neural phenomena, 

can help bridge the gulf of understanding between brain and behavior. In our model of signal 

selection, we have demonstrated that such a reductive approach can provide insight. 

Finally, we recognize that the precise mechanisms of any decision task will certainly 

involve processes beyond those discussed here. Nevertheless, much cognitive neuroscience 

research operates solely at one scale, and we hope that this limited exploration of choice 

highlights the benefits of work at multiple scales. By tying the mechanisms of neuronal activity 

to those of oscillatory interactions to those of large-scale functional activity, we can begin to 

offer neural accounts of behavior which extend beyond a single level of abstraction. In ongoing 

work, we plan to explore these possibilities. 
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Chapter 3 

Delayed Decisions During Conflict in Simulated Subthalamic Nucleus 

 

In this chapter, I present a computational model of a set of brain circuits which play a central 

role in dynamic decision-making. This work offers a specific proposal for several key aspects of 

the conceptual framework described in chapter 2, including the role of oscillations in dynamic 

decisions. The computational model demonstrates that recurrent connectivity is likely a key 

mechanism for delaying decisions due to insufficiently strong evidence. The model relies on 

topologically-organized synaptic pathways to implement or inhibit single-choice decisions (e.g. a 

Go/No-Go task). This work extends our neurocomputational understanding of the basal ganglia 

by emphasizing neural dynamics rather than the more well-known roles in response competition 

and reward learning. 

The role of the basal ganglia in decision-making 

The basal ganglia play essential roles in behavioral regulation and decision-making. A 

variety of addictive behaviors, from excessive eating to cocaine addiction, are linked to basal 

ganglia circuits. Parkinson’s disease and several other motor control disorders are known to 

result from damage or disfunction of the basal ganglia. Treatments for Parkinson’s disease which 

rely on stimulating the release of dopamine, a key neuromodulator in the basal ganglia, have 

further revealed an important contribution to learning to select actions based on positive and 

negative outcomes. Together, these findings offer one of the most compelling and complete 

explanations of brain function in neuroscience. 

One major limitation of the current perspective on basal ganglia function is that many 

experiments in the field fail to investigate the dynamics of the decision-making process. When 

decision-making experiments are designed to study the time-course of decision-making and 

response execution, several brain structures seem to play crucial roles. These structures include 

the globus pallidus, two tightly coupled inhibitory nuclei, and the subthalamic nucleus (STN), a 

tiny, lens-shaped lump of tissue surrounded by dense synaptic fibers. The role of the STN in 

dynamic decision-making is especially interesting, as this structure is largely ignored by theories 

of the basal ganglia which focus on static decisions. 

A growing literature on the contributions of the STN to dynamic decision-making is 

revealing just how important this tiny nucleus and its associated pathways are. In turn, those 

findings are contributing to the increasingly unified view that oscillations in the brain serve as a 

substrate for neuronal communication. In spite of the greater attention paid to the STN in 

dynamic decision tasks, we do not yet have a clear understanding of how the STN functionally 

contributes to those decisions. 

Review of reinforcement learning 

Overview of a reinforcement learning task 

Reinforcement learning is the process in which a learner associates stimuli and actions 

with positive and negative outcomes. Classical conditioning in which a neutral (unconditioned) 

tone or light is paired with a drop of juice (appetitive) or an electrical shock (aversive) is a 

simple form of reinforcement learning. Complex reinforcement tasks may include probabilistic 

stimulus pairings, higher-order prediction, or dynamic value functions. An experiment conducted 

by O’Doherty, Dayan, Friston, Critchley, and Dolan (2003) demonstrates a comprehensive 

approach in this area by incorporating behavioral and neural methods and analyses driven by 
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computational models. Participants viewed pictures followed by a small amount of glucose or a 

tasteless control solution delivered through a tube to the mouth. During the first ten presentations 

of the positive unconditioned stimulus (UCS+) participants always received the glucose solution. 

In subsequent presentations, some UCS+ trials were paired with the control solution to study 

reward prediction errors. In a similar experiment, Seymour, O’Doherty, Dayan, et al. (2004) 

displayed abstract colored pictures (cues A, B) followed by another picture (cues B, C) followed 

by a strong or weak electric shock. This approach extended the prior findings to aversive stimuli 

but also separated first and second order learning effects. In each of these studies, participants 

learn to associate reliable predictors with outcomes. When those outcomes fail to occur, the 

prediction error signals the need for additional learning. 

Computational models of reinforcement learning 

Although quantitative models are used throughout many empirical studies of 

reinforcement learning, several computational models have been influential enough in this field 

to be mentioned independently. The method of temporal differences is the most prominent 

among these, and elements of it are adapted for both the Frank (2005) and Izhikevich (2007) 

models. 

Temporal difference learning (TD) (Sutton, 1988) is a method for learning to predict. 

Under TD, learning occurs in response to errors between successive predictions, with the actual 

outcome being treated as a veridical prediction. TD allows incremental and rapid learning 

compared to direct error-based approaches. The method of temporal differences works as 

follows: the learner experiences a set of inputs, 𝑥𝑡, and outputs, 𝑦𝑡, at each time, 𝑡; the learner 

generates a set of predictions, 𝑝(𝑥𝑡, 𝑤𝑡) ≈ 𝑦(𝑡) which depend upon both the inputs and a set of 

internal parameters, 𝑤𝑡; next, predictions from time 𝑡 are compared to predictions from time 𝑡 −
1 and the learner updates its parameters based on the difference. A generalized TD model can be 

given as: 

∆𝑤𝑡 = 𝛼 ∗ (𝑝𝑡 − 𝑝𝑡−1) ∑ 𝜆𝑖 ∗ ∇𝑤𝑝𝑖

𝑡

𝑖=1

 

where ∆𝑤𝑡 is the update to a parameter 𝑤, based on the learning rate 𝛼 and temporal discounting 

factor 𝜆, and finally ∇𝑤𝑝𝑖 is the gradient of the predictions with respect to the parameters, or 

effectively the contribution that each parameter made to the prediction 𝑝𝑖. The parameters could 

be any internal state of the learner which is used to generate future predictions. Note that the 

update depends only on the difference between successive predictions and the running sum of 

temporally discounted credit assignment. When the temporal discounting factor 𝜆 = 1, TD 

amounts to ordinary supervised learning where there is no effect of the sequence of inputs and 

outputs on learning. However, when 𝜆 < 1, TD emphasizes the temporal structure of inputs and 

outputs, generally resulting in faster learning. The properties of TD are particularly important in 

reinforcement learning, where the learner predicts the reward value, and learns from the error 

between successive predictions of reward. Many RL studies are specifically designed to elicit 

reward prediction errors and measure behavioral and neural correlates of TD signals (e.g. 

O’Doherty et al., 2003; Seymour et al., 2004). 

An artificial neural network model of reward learning is described by Izhikevich (2007). 

Izhikevich uses a simple model of spiking neurons (Izhikevich, 2003) and simulates stimuli and 

rewards to show that the model captures classic and operant conditioning, as well as simple 

reward prediction. In the model, synapses use spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) to 

calculate an eligibility trace. STDP is a form of synaptic plasticity in which synapses are 
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strengthened or weakened according to the delay between pre- and postsynaptic spikes. 

Izhikevich uses STDP to make a synapse eligible for later modification. If an external reward 

signal is received, it will induce plasticity in eligible synapses, but leave ineligible synapses 

unchanged. This mechanism is consistent with biological evidence that synapses are tagged after 

some forms of pre- and post-synaptic activity and dopamine plays a role in modulation of this 

plasticity. Although the reward prediction is not as complex as in the method of temporal 

differences, the Izhikevich model demonstrates that biologically plausible mechanisms can 

account for a range of reward learning behaviors (Izhikevich, 2007). 

The role of the basal ganglia in reinforcement learning 

The basal ganglia are a set of densely interconnected nuclei in the midbrain: the striatum, 

globus pallidus, subthalamic nucleus, substantia nigra, and ventral tegmental area. The substantia 

nigra and ventral tegmental area are the primary dopamine-secreting nuclei of the brain. The 

striatum, globus pallidus, and subthalamic nucleus along with the cerebral cortex and thalamus 

comprise a neural circuit broadly implicated in motor control and decision making and are 

heavily targeted by dopaminergic projections. Evidence from addiction, pharmacological 

interventions, and single-unit recordings in rodents implicate the dopaminergic midbrain in 

reward-related processing. 

Schultz and Romo (1990) recorded from neurons in the ventral tegmental area and 

substantia nigra of macaque monkeys during a conditioning task. These neurons fired bursts of 

action potentials in response to unexpected stimuli which predicted rewards: the onset of a light 

or tone which was reliably followed by food, but not the opening of the door to the food. Schultz, 

Dayan, and Montague (1997) connected this pattern of responses with TD learning, showing that 

phasic dopamine signals correspond to reward prediction errors. These bursts shift to the earliest 

reliable predictor over time. In two fMRI studies (O’Doherty et al., 2003; Seymour et al., 2004), 

neural correlates of TD prediction errors for reward and pain were located in the striatum and 

substantia nigra. 

Frank, Seeberger, and O’Reilly (2004) applied the TD learning theory of dopamine in a 

probabilistic 2-Alternative Forced Choice task (Fig. 3.1). In this task, participants were presented 

with one of 3 stimuli pairs (AB, CD, EF) and required to press 1 of 2 response keys. Each of the 

pairs had a probabilistic rate of reward for the responses, varying from low-conflict (80/20) to 

high-conflict (60/40). The rate of correct feedback established a stochastic hierarchy of value (A 

> C > E > F > D > B), which was reflected in the transfer phase of the task. In that phase, 

participants were presented with novel pairs of stimuli (e.g. AD) and received no feedback for 

responses. Frank and colleagues used this task to measure learned values in Parkinsonian patients 

and demographically matched controls. They found that patients on Dopamine-promoting 

medications would preferentially learn from positive feedback (Choose A) over negative 

feedback (Avoid B) while PD patients off-medication exhibited the opposite pattern. This pattern 

is consistent with the theory that fluctuations in the level of dopamine reflect reward prediction 

error. Reward prediction errors induce changes in expectations. Pathologically low or artificially 

high levels of dopamine induce a bias to these reward prediction errors, which is reflected in how 

positive and negative outcomes affect learning. 
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Figure 3.1: A Stimuli from a probabilistic 2-Alternative Forced Choice task, with positive 

feedback rates below. B Results of the 2AFC task administered to a group of parkinsonian 

patients on- and off-medication and a group of demographically matched controls. Medicated 

PD patients show improved transfer for selecting positive values and diminished transfer for 

avoiding negative values, while the opposite pattern is produced off-medication (Frank et al., 

2004). 

Interactions between movement and reinforcement learning 

When a reinforcement learning task requires complex movement, such as reaching to one 

of several targets, participants may produce motor execution errors. Sources of motor error 

include noise in sensorimotor systems, uncompensated perturbations, and response competition. 

If a learner selects a course of action based on the predicted reward, and the reward is not 

achieved due to a motor execution error, it is unclear if the learner should lower their estimate of 

the reward associated with that selection. Reinforcement with pure TD would reduce future 

predictions, while participants in a study which compared a standard reinforcement task with a 

targeted reach variant (Fig. 3.2) showed the opposite pattern (McDougle, Ivry, & Taylor, 2016). 

In a standard 2-Armed Bandit condition, participants pressed one of two response keys during 

each trial. Each response had a time-varying payoff value and hit probability, which were 

inversely related. Participants exhibited a significant risk-averse bias: they preferred the high 

probability-low reward response. In the targeted reach variant, participants reached to one of two 

colored square targets during each trial. After the trial, a cursor displayed the endpoint of the 

reach. Participants were informed that if they missed the target, they would receive no reward. 

Covertly, the visual feedback was perturbed to produce the appropriate hit rate. In this task, 

participants exhibited an inverted selection bias, significantly favoring the high reward, 

infrequent payout target. Finally, a third condition in which participants reached to targets but 

received only hit/miss feedback (no cursor) produced no significant selection bias. The authors 

propose a model of this interaction where sensory prediction errors due to the discrepancy 

between the programmed movement and the perceived outcome modulate (or discount) the 

learning rate of the reward predictions. This implies that neural representations of movement 
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errors are accessible in some form to the reinforcement learning substrate (McDougle, Boggess, 

et al., 2016). 

 

 

Figure 3.2: A Task display for each trial in a movement-based reinforcement paradigm. B 

Reward rates over time for the two targets are based on noisy sinusoidal functions. C In the 

standard condition, responses are produced using the left and right arrow keys (no motor 

execution error). D In the spatial condition, responses are generated by performing a reach 

movement towards the target. Feedback is provided displaying the endpoint of the movement. 

The binary condition is identical to the spatial condition except visual feedback is given in the 

same format as the standard condition (McDougle, Boggess, et al., 2016). 

Spikes and oscillations in the subthalamic nucleus during conflict 

An important breakthrough in understanding the contribution of the STN to dynamic 

decision-making has come from human brain recordings made using deep brain stimulation 

(DBS) electrodes. In some patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD), DBS electrodes are surgically 

implanted and can then be used to monitor ongoing spiking and oscillatory activity as well as to 

electrically stimulate the STN. This form of stimulation is one of the most effective treatments 

for the slowed movements (bradykinesia) of PD patients. A side effect of this treatment is that 

researchers have recently begun to acquire high fidelity brain recordings from the midbrains of 

these patients, providing new insights (Zavala, Zaghloul, & Brown, 2015). 

In one experiment, Zavala and colleagues (2015) recorded spiking activity and local field 

potentials from the STN of 13 PD patients who performed an Eriksen flanker task. The task 

presented participants with a visual stimulus containing five arrows in a line. Participants were 

instructed to respond by pressing a button matching the direction of the center arrow and ignore 

the surrounding arrows. In trials where the surrounding arrows match the center arrow, decision 
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conflict was low while in trials where the surrounding arrows did not match, conflict was high. 

The researchers observed greater spiking activity from task-sensitive neurons in the STN during 

high conflict trials than low conflict trials. Spikes recorded from these conflict-encoding neurons 

were also entrained to ongoing beta- and theta-frequency oscillations of the local field potential. 

In another experiment, Zaghloul et al. (2012) administered a probabilistic reward task 

while recording from the STN. This task allowed the researchers to vary the degree of decision 

conflict and they found a significant correlation between firing rate of STN neurons and decision 

conflict as well as a significant correlation between firing rate and behavioral response time, as 

would be predicted if the STN serves to delay decisions during conflict. 

Finally, several studies have shown that high conflict decisions and interruptions to 

ongoing decisions induce strengthened theta oscillations in the STN and that these oscillations 

entrain ongoing spiking activity (Zavala, Zaghloul, & Brown, 2015). These ongoing oscillations 

might facilitate neuronal communication (Fries, 2005), thereby allowing the brain to resolve 

difficult decisions. However, the precise mechanisms which give rise to these oscillations remain 

unclear. 

 

Figure 3.3: Anatomical diagram of cortical and midbrain neural structures and pathways. 

A neurocomputational model of dynamic decisions 

We propose that conflict-related thalamocortical oscillations emerge due to the recurrent 

network structure encompassing the STN. We developed a model of key brain regions and 

pathways to investigate these neural dynamics and their relationship to decisions. In the model, a 

high-conflict stimulus produces oscillatory neural activity while a low-conflict stimulus yields 
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stable spiking activity. We associate these states with the delay of an uncertain decision and the 

execution of a confident decision respectively. 

Based on this model, we speculate that the role of the STN in decision-making is to act as 

a dynamic brake on decisions. Whereas the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia has been 

associated with fixed inhibition of a decision due to past negative outcomes, the STN may 

provide inhibition which varies in time, allowing for just enough evidence to accumulate before 

a response is executed. This account of the function of the STN is consistent with the broader 

view of oscillatory function as enabling information to be integrated across neuronal populations. 

Methods 

We simulated a spiking neural network with simple neuron dynamics and connectivity. 

Our network performs a one-dimensional decision task in which a stimulus is presented against 

background noise and the network either selects the stimulus and suppresses the noise or fails to 

select the stimulus relative to the noise. 

Model overview 

We developed a spiking neural model using neighborhood connectivity as described 

below. The model is similar to the approach taken by Compte, Brunel, Goldman-Rakic, and 

Wang (2000), though generalized to multiple regions rather than local recurrence. This approach 

helped to avoid excessive parameter tuning in a large structured network without catastrophic 

synchrony (Brunel, 2000). 

Neurons and synapses 

The model consisted of 6,000 leaky integrate-and-fire neurons divided into 7 neuron 

groups (Fig. 3.3). Neurons aggregated synaptic currents, random background noise, and leak 

current (Code 1). Each neuron group received either high background noise or low background 

noise. Other parameters of the neuron model were shared by all neurons and tuned to produce 

firing rates in a biologically reasonable range (0.5 - 50 Hz). 

 
if (v >= vThreshold):   // If spiking, reset membrane potential 
  v = vRest, gExc = 0, gInh = 0 // and synaptic currents. 
i = scale * rand()   // Generate background input. 
gExc *= 1 - gEDecay   // Apply exponential decay to previous 
gInh *= 1 - gIDecay   // synaptic currents. 
gExc += sum(excSynapses.g)  // Add current synaptic activity to 
gInh += sum(inhSynapses.g)  // synaptic currents. 
gExc = max(gExc, gEMax)  // Apply a ceiling to synaptic currents. 
gInh = max(gInh, gIMax) 
gL = -vDecay * (v - vRest)  // Calculate the leak current. 
v += gL + gE - gI + i   // Update the membrane potential. 

Code 3.1: Updating the membrane potential for a conductance-based leaky integrate-and-fire 

neuron. The dendritic conductance acts as essentially a low-pass filter over input spikes. 

As reported by Compte et al. (2000), stable attractor dynamics in a spiking neural 

network require temporally extended inhibition to overcome transient excitatory noise. Decaying 

synaptic potentials allow for more carefully balanced time constants for excitatory and inhibitory 

synapses. We therefore adopted a conductance-based LIF model with exponential decay for both 

excitatory and inhibitory synaptic currents. The time constant for these currents were 
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independently tuned for biologically reasonable and stable firing rates in the overall model. The 

final values produce excitatory post synaptic potentials (PSPs) lasting roughly 10 ms and 

inhibitory PSPs lasting roughly 30 ms. 

The model contained over 500,000 synapses organized into 11 synaptic pathways. 

Synapse pathways were either excitatory or inhibitory (Fig. 3.4). The network structure included 

major glutamatergic and GABAergic connectivity of the direct, indirect, and hyperdirect 

pathways of the basal ganglia. Synapse strengths were randomized and fixed for each simulation 

and a uniform scaling factor was applied to all synapses in each pathway. All synaptic 

conductance delays were fixed at 10 ms. 

 

Figure 3.4: Spiking neural network architecture. Boxes denote neuron groups containing 1,000 

LIF neurons each, except GPI and GPE containing 250 neurons each (THL = thalamus, CTX = 

cortex, STR = striatum area 1, STN = subthalamic nucleus, ST2 = striatum area 2, GPI = 

globus pallidus internal segment, GPE = globus pallidus external segment). Arrow connectors 

denote excitatory synaptic pathways, circle connectors denote inhibitory pathways. 

Linear topology and neighborhood connectivity 

All neurons in the model were assigned coordinates equally spaced along the interval 

[0,1]. Conceptually, the coordinate could represent the relative physical position of the cell or it 

could be thought of as the preferred value of some input feature. The linear coordinates were 

used to constrain connectivity between neuron groups and to generate input currents at the 

thalamus as described below. 

For a given synaptic pathway, neighborhood connectivity biased the probability of a 

connection between two neurons based on the distance between the linear coordinates of the two 

neurons. Biologically, this bias reflects an assumption that projecting axons tend to be parallel 

within a pathway. The probability of synaptic connections was given by a gaussian function of 

the relative distance between neurons, multiplied by a scaling factor to equalize the total 

connectivity of each neuron (Eq. 1). 

𝑝(𝑐𝑖,𝑗) = 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 

Equation 1. The probability of a connection between neurons i and j, based on the relative linear 

positions 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗. 
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External stimulation of the network was provided via the thalamus. Random input 

currents to the thalamus consisted of background noise added to a gaussian ‘bump’ stimulus 

(Fig. 3.5). The stimulus was a function of the neuron coordinate within the thalamus and was 

generated based on three parameters: strength, width, and center position. Strength represented 

the maximum magnitude of the stimulus current which occurred at the center position (Posin). 

Strength was expressed in proportion to the background noise level as input signal-to-noise ratio 

(SnRin). Each stimulus was applied for 2 seconds of simulation time and then SnRin and Posin 

were randomized and a new stimulus was presented. The width of the stimuli was held constant. 

 

Figure 3.5: A bump stimulus defined over the neuron coordinates. The bump stimulus was 

defined as a gaussian parameterized by the center location and width within the neuronal 

topology, the background noise strength, and the signal-to-noise ratio. The center location and 

SnR were randomly varied with each stimulus presentation, while other parameters were held 

constant during the simulation. 

Spiking activity and local field potential 

We recorded the number of spikes generated by neurons in the model cortex during 200 

sequential stimuli for 20 unique simulations of the model. We then subdivided these spikes into 

signal-evoked (neurons within the width of the stimulus) and noise-evoked (neurons outside the 

stimulus). These two measures give the clearest indication of the capacity of the network to 

select the stimulus relative to the background noise and would correspond to how effectively the 

network could drive an actual motor response. At the same time, we used neuron conductances 

from the model STN to simulate the local field potential. This measure is the sum of input 

current to each neuron scaled by the distance to a virtual electrode in the center of the nucleus, 

excluding spike-related currents. 

Results 

Qualitative behavior 

The model exhibited robust transitions from an oscillatory state under high conflict to a 

stable state under low conflict (Fig. 3.6). In the oscillatory state, high levels of activity in the 

thalamus (THL) propagated to CTX then on to the D1-striatum (STR), D2-striatum (ST2), and 

STN. When post synaptic potentials from STR and STN converged on neurons in the internal 

globus pallidus (GPI), the resulting broad activity of GPI neurons produced broad inhibition of 

THL neurons, causing THL neurons to go silent. When the GPI inhibition decayed, the cycle 
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repeated, leading to firing rate oscillations throughout the model and powerful oscillations in the 

STN local field potential. 

 

Figure 3.6: Shown above is network activity during five representative stimuli (2s each). Top 

Firing rates for all neurons in the cortex (CTX) grouped into Signal and Noise according to the 

neuron position. Neurons less than half the width of the stimulus away from the stimulus center 

were assigned to Signal, remaining neurons were assigned to Noise. The green line depicts the 

stimulus SnR for each stimulus (axis on the right). Bottom Simulated local field potential from 

the subthalamic nucleus (STN) for the same five stimuli. The first and second stimulus with low 

SnR evoked strong oscillations in Signal and Noise firing rates, and correspondingly strong 

oscillations in STN LFP. For stimuli three, four, and five, the higher stimulus SnR resulted in 

suppression of Noise spikes and significantly reduced oscillations in firing rates and LFP. 

In the stable state, slightly stronger overall activity led to an initially higher firing rate in 

the STN, increasing the effective noise suppression threshold. At the same time, stronger signal 

evoked activity in STR was able to overcome this threshold and disinhibit signal neurons of the 

thalamus. The resulting bump of spiking activity was robustly represented in the CTX while 

noise evoked activity was eliminated. 

Transitions between oscillatory and stable states occurred whenever the stimulus strength 

or position was altered. In general, a strong stimulus gave rise to a stable state and a weak 

stimulus produced oscillations. However, both states would occasionally persist for an 

unpredictable period of time following a change to the stimulus. 
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Signal selection 

We measured the effectiveness of signal selection as the ratio of signal-evoked spikes to 

noise-evoked spikes in CTX (evoked SnR). As conflict decreased (stimulus SnR increased), 

evoked SnR exhibited a nonlinear increase (Fig. 3.7 Left). For low stimulus SnR, evoked SnR 

was relatively flat, showing only a modest increase for higher input strength. For high stimulus 

SnR though, we observed a significant increase in the signal relative to the background. This 

increase corresponded to a roughly 8x amplification of the effective signal strength. 

 

Figure 3.7: Depicted are measures of network activity for 200 stimuli in relation to the signal-to-

noise ratio (SnR) of the stimuli. Greater stimulus SnR corresponds to decreased conflict. Dots 

represent individual trials. Left Evoked SnR is the ratio of signal-evoked spikes to noise-evoked 

spikes during the stimulus. Low conflict stimuli amplified the signal roughly 7.5x relative to 

noise (dotted line). Right Evoked LFP power is the root mean squared amplitude of the STN LFP 

during each 2 s trial. Low conflict stimuli exhibited reduced LFP oscillations (dotted line). 

Oscillations in STN local field potential 

We also analyzed the emergence of oscillations as a function of the stimulus strength. We 

applied a bandpass filter from 0.5 to 60 Hz to the simulated LFP and then calculated root-mean-

square power of the oscillations for each 2 s trial. The resulting evoked LFP power was greatest 

for very weak stimuli and decreased as stimulus SnR approached approximately 1.0. This result 

is consistent with human in vivo recordings which find stronger oscillations during high conflict 

stimuli than low conflict stimuli. 

Finally, to understand the dynamic response of the network to stimuli of different 

strengths, we segmented trials into low, medium, and high stimulus SnR. We then averaged the 

simulated LFPs and the simulated LFP power for each trial type over time. This provided two 

different measures of how oscillations emerged and evolved during the course of trials. The 

average LFP for high SnR trials showed a transient oscillatory pattern lasting less than 250 ms 

which reflects activity carrying over from the prior trial. That pattern was followed by a period 

with minimal oscillations reflected in the average LFP. Correspondingly, the average LFP power 
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for high SnR started at a moderate level and then quickly dropped to near zero (Fig. 3.8). In 

contrast, the average LFP power for low SnR trials began at a moderate level and increased over 

time. This increase in power could also be directly observed in the average LFP for low SnR 

trials, which exhibited strong low and medium frequency oscillations. 

 

Figure 3.8: The local field potential was recorded from a simulated electrode in the model STN 

during 200 trials segmented into High, Med, and Low stimulus SnR. (Top) LFPs were averaged 

over time for each trial type. Low and Med SnR trials exhibited sustained oscillations during 

trials while High SnR trials showed little oscillatory response after an initial transient period. 

(Bottom) Oscillatory power decreased quickly for High SnR trials, stayed relatively flat for Med 

SnR trials, and increased for Low SnR trials, reflecting the dynamic response to varying levels of 

decision conflict. 

Discussion 

Recurrent network structures allow specific oscillations to emerge 

This model is consistent with anatomical and neural evidence and explains the emergence 

and modulation of oscillations in the STN. Importantly, oscillations are an emergent 

consequence of the network and not a result of neuronal or local circuit specialization. In the 

model, a recurrent loop can be thought of as a pendulum, where the synaptic propagation delays 

and excitatory-inhibitory balance define the period of oscillation. A network with multiple loops, 

defined by differing delays or excitatory-inhibitory strengths, acts like a system of coupled 

pendulums: sometimes resonating, sometimes modulating one another. 

In this view, it is not particularly useful to tie the emergence of oscillations to a particular 

region. It is not the neurocomputational role of the subthalamic nucleus to cause oscillations in 

response to high decision conflict. A more fitting conclusion would be that the recurrent network 

structure as a whole allows the strength of specific oscillations to be modulated by input to the 

network. 
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Spike synchrony versus subthreshold resonance 

Although our model suggests that network structure alone is sufficient to explain the 

emergence of oscillations in STN, there is also evidence that oscillations measured in LFP can 

result from subthreshold resonance. Subthreshold resonance is a property of some neurons in 

which input to the neuron generates oscillatory currents which can be measured in the aggregate 

LFP. Some researchers have speculated that the local potential oscillations driven by 

subthreshold resonance might modulate the excitability of nearby neurons, even when the 

oscillations do not directly produce spiking activity. 

Although evidence for subthreshold resonance in neurons is widespread, it is not yet 

known whether local electrical potentials generated by subthreshold resonance contribute to 

functional differences in the basal ganglia during conflict. On the other hand, one of the 

important findings from in vivo recordings of human STN is significantly greater entrainment of 

spiking activity during high conflict than low conflict trials (Zavala et al., 2015). While not 

decisive, the computational described above suggest that this spike entrainment could arise 

entirely due to network structure, rather than neuronal specialization. 

Ultimately, as with most biological realizations of computational principles, the best 

answer is most likely a bit of both spike synchrony and subthreshold resonance. This is not a 

refutation of the structural explanation proposed in this article, but rather a concession to the 

usefulness of redundancy in noisy biological systems. More generally, the presence of other 

specialized oscillatory mechanisms within the thalamo-cortico-basal ganglia circuit does not 

invalidate the structural account but may serve to reinforce or modulate the effects of spike 

synchrony.  

Implications for communication-through-coherence 

Finally, these results are consistent with the emerging perspective on the functional 

consequences of neuronal oscillations. Under the communication-through-coherence hypothesis, 

oscillations provide a substrate for selective spike-based communication between neurons. 

Neurons exhibit a phase-response curve (Fries, 2005) in which the phase of an ongoing 

oscillation shapes the probability that a spike will be emitted following dendritic stimulation. 

Under this framework, the relative phase of coherent oscillations in two regions connected by a 

synaptic pathway determines the functional coupling between the regions. 

In the case of the STN, broad excitation from the hyperdirect pathway promotes broad 

coherence in network oscillations. When selecting an action under conflict, relevant 

representations must be capable of communication, whether that communication takes the form 

of evidence integration or lateral inhibition. Once an action is selected, communication between 

alternative representations becomes less essential and the need to maintain continuity might 

favor stable selection over oscillations. 

Further theoretical development is needed to unify the diverse, sometimes conflicting 

correlates of neural oscillations. Given the increasingly strong evidence that neuronal oscillations 

not only encode properties of the environment but shape the way that we perceive and act in that 

environment, that work will be immensely beneficial for understanding the complex interactions 

between brain, body, and environment. 
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Chapter 4 

Neuronal Dynamics and Spatial Foraging 

 

Foraging is an embodied cognitive process which balances the needs of exploration versus 

exploitation. As such, foraging strategies and mechanisms offer useful insight into abstract forms 

of search such as visual search, problem solving, and semantic recall. In this chapter, I describe 

a series of simulations using artificial neural networks to relate metastable neuronal dynamics to 

observed foraging behaviors. This work reflects an ecological perspective on dynamic decision-

making wherein decisions are not experimentally framed and bounded but are instead 

continuous perturbations of a stream of movement. 

 

Published as: 

Shea, Timothy M., Warlaumont, Anne S., Kello, Christopher T., & Noelle, David C. (2015). 

Neuronal Dynamics and Spatial Foraging. Proceedings of the 37th Annual Conference of the 

Cognitive Science Society. 

Introduction 

Foraging is an embodied cognitive process. Animals move continuously through physical 

space searching for food, mates, or other resources. Increasingly, evidence indicates that 

common neurophysiological mechanisms support a broad range of search behaviors. Thus, 

cognitive search tasks such as visual search, problem solving, and semantic recall share many of 

the mechanisms and constraints of foraging (Hills, Todd, Lazer, Redish, & Couzin, 2014). 

Much of the prior work on foraging has analyzed it as a statistical process rather than the 

product of embedded, interactive systems. This approach has produced effective descriptive 

accounts of movement patterns but neglects the roles of perceptual, motor, and neural 

mechanisms. Statistical models have successfully characterized aspects of foraging such as 

population dispersal and perseveration. Some of these models can produce qualitatively similar 

patterns of movement to those found in animal foraging data: clustered, local movements 

separated by longer, straighter segments (Codling, Plank, & Benhamou, 2008). In contrast, area-

restricted search (ARS) describes the emergence of heterogeneity in movements as arising from 

direct interaction with the resources in the environment. See Fig. 4.1 for an example of ARS in 

human behavioral data. ARS is adaptive in the sense offered by the marginal-value theorem, 

which holds that foraging is optimal when the forager transitions between resource patches as a 

function of the rate of success in the current patch (Charnov, 1976). ARS can explain how 

foraging animals with minimal cognitive capabilities can approximate the marginal-value 

theorem by modulating the rate of reorienting (Hills, 2006). 

There is much debate and disagreement over which foraging data and which aspects of 

search agents and environments are more or less important for theories and models (e.g. 

Viswanathan, 1999; Edwards, 2011; Planck, Auger-Méthé, & Codling, 2013). Additionally, prior 

models leave the cognitive and neural bases underlying the search process unspecified. These 

shortcomings make it currently unclear which results from the foraging literature are most 

relevant to cognitive search processes. 
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Figure 4.1: An example area-restricted search produced by a human participant foraging (blue) 

in a virtual environment containing a patchy distribution of resources (black). Reproduced from 

Hills, Kalff, & Wiener (2013) Figure 1C. 

In the current study, we focus on the relationship between neural dynamics and the 

exploratory paths agents take as they forage. Exploration refers to patterns of movement in 

search of patches of high resource density in the environment. We hypothesize that the 

exploratory paths taken will be more realistic when the neural model exhibits metastable 

dynamics. Metastability is a property of dynamical systems which attract toward synchronous or 

stable states but regularly produce phase transitions between these states (Kello, Anderson, 

Holden, & Van Orden, 2008; Tognoli & Kelso, 2014). These dynamics facilitate propagation of 

information through the system and support fluctuations in activity across a wide range of scales, 

i.e. many small-scale fluctuations interspersed with less common but much larger-scale 

fluctuations (Kozma, Puljic, Balister, Bollobás, & Freeman, 2005). Metastable neural activity 

has been proposed as a substrate around which adaptive behaviors can be organized. To 

successfully account for the spatial movement patterns of foragers, metastable neural activity 

must be capable of producing complex behavioral dynamics. 

Objective 

Our objective was to develop a framework with which to explore neural network models 

of foraging. While prior work has explored various foraging models in detail, we know of no 

attempt to relate metastable neural activity to observed foraging behaviors. We focused on the 

hypothesis that metastable patterns of activity produced by critical branching networks would 

support movement patterns like those found in nature. More generally, we initiate work on 

relating neural processes to foraging behaviors and provide code for doing so. 

Methods 

We developed simulation software in which an artificial agent forages for resources. The 

agent is composed of an input model, a neural network, and an output model. The agent is 

situated in a bounded two-dimensional environment containing clusters of resources. Two groups 

of simulations were conducted, one in which a critical branching process tuned network 

connectivity to produce metastable neural activity (CB) and one in which connectivity was static 
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(NonCB) for comparison. Neural spike times and rates, movement paths, and resource 

collections were recorded and compared between groups. 

The simulation software was developed using Java SE SDK (8u31) and the Apache 

Commons for statistical functions and file processing. The software and instructions for 

replicating our results can be accessed at cogmech.ucmerced.edu/downloads.html. 

 

Figure 4.2: Continuous visualization of neural activity in the simulation software. (Left) Spike 

counts per ms for each layer of the network (Center) Mean local branching ratio for the 

reservoir (Right) Spike raster plot depicting spike times in the reservoir for the previous 500 ms. 

Critical Branching Neural Network 

Artificial neural networks can achieve metastability through critical branching (Beggs & 

Plenz, 2003), which is an objective for regulating spike propagation and maximizing information 

transmission through networks. Kello (2013) formulated a mechanism, local to spiking neurons 

and their synapses, which produces critical branching at the network level. The mechanism 

probabilistically assigns credit to individual neurons for causing action potentials. The credit is 

used to enable or disable synapses and achieve an average ratio of one spike propagated for each 

spike produced. The resulting homeostasis is metastable rather than stable because ongoing 

synaptic switching drives the network from one transient state to the next. 

The neural network contains three layers of leaky integrate-and-fire neurons, referred to 

as the source, the reservoir, and the sink (Kello, 2013). The neuron model is updated at fixed 

intervals (1 ms). The source layer contains 100 excitatory neurons. Each source neuron receives 

input directly from the input model and projects synapses to the reservoir. The reservoir contains 

1,000 neurons (80% excitatory) which project recurrent synapses within the reservoir and 

feedforward synapses to the sink. The sink contains 100 excitatory neurons and its activity drives 

the update of the output model—sink neurons are required to absorb propagated spikes during 

critical branching to avoid saturation. The probability of a synapse between any pair of 

projecting and receiving neurons for all pathways is 0.1. 

The critical branching mechanism described by Kello (2013) was modified for clock-

based updating, but the essence of the algorithm remained unchanged. Spikes probabilistically (ρ 

= 0.05) enable axonal synapses and disable dendritic synapses causing the local branching 

ratio—the ratio of upstream to downstream spikes—to approach 1.0. This process self-organizes 

across the network to reach approximately equal mean spiking rates at the source and sink. See 
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Kello (2013) for a complete description of the critical branching algorithm and the resulting 

network dynamics. 

Foraging Environment 

The input model generated incoming stimulation for the neural network. The model 

described here was a random spike generator which caused an action potential with a fixed 

probability at each source neuron for each update cycle. The mean firing rate in the network was 

equal to the product of this probability and the number of neurons. We also tested a sequential 

spike train input model, which did not substantially affect network activity (not reported). 

The output model transduced the spiking activity of the sink to move the foraging agent. 

During each update, the model counted the number of spikes in four equally-sized subgroups of 

the sink. These values were then treated as the two-dimensional velocity (positive x, positive y, 

negative x, and negative y) of the agent in the subsequent interval. A concern in many types of 

foraging analyses is temporal binning which in some cases can skew movement distributions to 

support models that would not be supported by the unbinned data (Newman, 2005). 

Nevertheless, movements generated on the scale of milliseconds would not be relevant to 

foraging behaviors. Unless otherwise specified, binning was performed by averaging values over 

100 ms windows to preserve the time course of the data while removing excessive high-

frequency noise. 

 

Figure 4.3: Continuous visualization of a foraging path with clustered resources and path 

statistics. 

The foraging environment was a square with sides of length 20,000 units. Movements 

which would end outside of these boundaries were clipped. Within the environment, 500 

resource patches were uniformly distributed. The number of resources in each patch was sampled 

from a geometric distribution with mean 10, to yield approximately 5,000 resources total. 

Resources within 10 units of the forager were automatically collected. 

Thus, the forager was unidirectionally coupled with its environment. The lack of sensory 

information related to position or resources is a limitation, but it was necessary to directly 
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explore the movement distributions produced by the intrinsic metastable dynamics of the 

network. Fig. 4.3 depicts a sample path produced with these models. 

 

Foraging Metrics 

Many models of foraging are derived from physical equations governing particle 

diffusion, so-called random walks. Codling, Plank, and Benhamou (2008) consolidates these 

models, providing derivations and a variety of useful metrics. Relevant aspects of the work are 

summarized below. 

The probability density function for the position of a random walk is used to derive the 

mean displacement and mean squared displacement (MSD). MSD is particularly useful as a 

measure of dispersal, since it assesses the degree to which a forager has explored its 

environment. To calculate the MSD for an empirical distribution, we use the following: 

 

(1) 𝑚𝑠𝑑(𝑇) =  
∑ [𝑥(𝑡)−𝑥(0)]2𝑇

𝑡=1

𝑇
 

 

where x(t) is the position of the forager at time t and T is the total number of time steps observed. 

Importantly, in simple random walks, steps are independent and identically distributed, 

such that the subsequent position of a forager depends only on the prior position, not on the path 

of arrival. The addition of memory to the diffusion model introduces directional correlation 

between subsequent steps. Thus, correlated random walks (CRW) tend to exhibit directional 

persistence, better fitting movement data from animals, which generally prefer forward 

movement to perfectly random reorientation. The directional bias can be quantified for a 

foraging path consisting of a series of discrete steps using the mean sine and mean cosine of the 

turning angle. More valuable for the present work, metrics for the rate of turning within a given 

path length—the tortuosity of the path—can be derived from the series of turning angles. 

Straightness-Index is one measure of tortuosity, the ratio of gross displacement to path length. 

Another metric, sinuosity, has also been applied. The sinuosity, S, of a sequence of movements is 

given by: 

 

(2) 𝑆 = 2 [𝐸(𝐿) (
1+𝑐

1−𝑐
+ 𝑏2)]

−1/2

 

 

where E(L) is the mean step length, c is the mean cosine of the turning angle, and b is the 

coefficient of variation of step lengths (Codling et al., 2008). In the present study, we calculated 

MSD, straightness-index, and sinuosity of foraging paths. 

A Lèvy flight is a random walk in which step lengths exhibit power-law scaling. This 

kind of foraging model was first described empirically by Viswanathan, Afanasyev, Buldyrev, 

Murphy, Prince, and Stanley using data from albatrosses (1996). In practice, it has proven 

difficult to distinguish between power-law scaling and other distributions. Clauset, Shalizi, and 

Newman (2009) describes a framework for estimating power-law model parameters and 

assessing the goodness-of-fit relative to alternative hypotheses. They apply the framework to 

evaluate biases in commonly used alternatives, such as simple linear regression, and demonstrate 

its benefits. As a preliminary analysis, we applied the graphical method for evaluating power-law 

scaling, in which the cumulative probability distribution of a dataset is plotted in log-log 
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coordinates. A linear tail across at least two orders of magnitude would be considered to support 

power-law scaling (Newman, 2005). 

Viswanathan (1999) presents a formal analysis and evidence from numerical simulations 

that Lèvy flights are optimal foraging strategies when resources are sparse and randomly 

distributed. Alternatively, when resources are patchy and therefore the mean resource density 

within and between patches can be learned, the marginal-value theorem predicts transitions 

between behavioral regimes (Charnov, 1976). To test whether different neural models lead to 

different rates of resource collection, we record a resource collection event whenever a foraging 

agent gets within a fixed spatial distance from a point resource. That resource is subsequently 

removed from the environment. 

Results 

Network Activity 

Spiking activity at the sink (M = 1.69, SD = 0.78) was 73% of the source (M = 2.32, SD 

= 0.0048) across all simulations (N = 16). The branching ratio of the reservoir approached 1.0 in 

both groups during the connectivity stabilization period. After this period, the CB mechanism 

was disengaged for the NonCB group (M = 0.927, SD = 0.063) which subsequently exhibited 

greater variance (M = 0.946, SD = 0.0059) as shown in Fig. 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4: Local Branching Ratio for the CB group (red) and the NonCB group (green). 

Interspike intervals (ISIs) for representative neurons in the reservoir are shown in Fig. 

4.5. Note that Kello (2013) predicts that ISIs should follow a heavy-tailed distribution. This was 

graphically assessed by plotting the cumulative probability distribution in log-log coordinates 
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(Newman, 2005). Of note is the greatly increased variability in the distribution of ISIs for the 

NonCB group. 

 

Figure 4.5: Interspike interval distributions of neurons (# 0, 100, 200, 300) from the CB (red) 

and NonCB (green) groups. 

Foraging Path 

Qualitatively, the critical branching foragers produced paths that were more tortuous, 

included path crossings, and seemed to exhibit no directional bias (Fig. 7). The non-critical 

branching foragers tended to perseverate along a narrow range of headings eliminating path 

crossings, minimizing tortuosity, and introducing an apparent directional bias. 

Velocity 

We did not find a significant difference in mean velocity between groups (MCB = 46.89, 

MNonCB = 50.05) but did find unequal variance of velocity (SDCB = 1.63, SDNonCB = 20.3, 

F(7) = 0.0065, p < 0.001). Velocity distributions were qualitatively similar, and we found no 

evidence of power law scaling in step size in either group by visual inspection (Fig. 4.6). This 

indicates that for our output model, metastable neural activity alone is not sufficient to produce 

the power law scaling of step sizes found in some empirical data. 
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Figure 4.6: Velocity Histogram for CB Simulation #1 (Green) and Non-CB Simulation #1 (Red). 

Dispersal 

Group dispersal of the foraging paths are shown in Fig. 4.7. Mean-squared displacement 

(MSD) was significantly greater for the NonCB group (M = 2.54x107, SD = 2.54x107) than for 

the CB group (M = 8.32x105, SD = 5.40x105), t(7.0) = -2.74, p = 0.029. Because the mean 

velocity is not significantly different between groups, this can only be caused by the increased 

turning rate in the critical branching group. 

 

Figure 4.7: Group dispersal for 100 s. The non-critical branching networks exhibit little 

directional variability (left) resulting in much wider dispersal but little coverage. The critical 

branching networks (right) demonstrate more tortuous paths which include backtracking and 
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clustered movements. The path of each forager is translated to the origin for easier 

interpretation. 

Tortuosity 

The non-critical branching group produced significantly straighter paths (t(7.28) = -5.17, 

p = 0.001) as indexed by the ratio of displacement to path length (Benhamou, 2004) but we did 

not find a significant difference in sinuosity between groups (t(7.26) = -0.093, p = 0.93). Because 

this measure may be more sensitive to high frequency noise, this could be a result of insufficient 

binning. 

Resource Collection 

We performed a paired, 2-tailed t-test on number of resources collected and did not find a 

significant difference between groups (MCB = 2.0, MNonCB = 2.5, p = 0.66). While our hypothesis 

did not specifically make a prediction regarding resource collection, prior models have found 

relationships between straightness of a random walk and foraging success. 

Discussion 

The goal of this study was to make initial progress into relating neural activity to patterns 

of movement observed in animal foraging. We compared two groups of spiking neural networks, 

one in which a homeostatic critical branching mechanism was present and a control group in 

which critical branching was disabled but other aspects of the model were the same. 

The recorded network activity agreed with results presented by Kello (2013), in that the 

critical branching group exhibited metastability at the level of neural activity. This did indeed 

translate to differences in foraging paths, though not in exactly the ways we hypothesized. The 

resulting effect on foraging paths was significantly greater variation in the direction of 

movement in the CB simulations. We believe the reason for the observed increase in tortuosity is 

that there is a constant shift in which neurons in the sink receive the greatest degree of activation 

from the reservoir. As synapses in the pathway from reservoir to sink are switched on or off, a 

new set of neurons becomes dominant, changing the foraging direction. 

We did not identify an effect of critical branching on the distribution of step sizes. Thus 

our results failed to support a connection between power law scaling in neural activity and Lèvy 

flights. Given that aggregated neural activity can lead to power laws (Kello, 2013), the present 

results indicate that not all aggregations will preserve this structure. This suggests that 

consideration of other factors affecting spatial search or other models of neural control will be 

important for understanding the relationship between neural activity and Lèvy foraging. 

Although the foraging literature makes a variety of predictions about the relationship 

between tortuosity and optimality, we did not find any significant difference in resource 

collection rate in our simulations. We attribute this to the fact that the agents were unable to learn 

anything about the resource distribution in the present study. Despite prior literature associating 

random processes with optimality, we contend that optimal foraging will require adaptive 

mechanisms. 

There are several promising future directions for this research. First, qualitative pilot 

comparisons with several output models demonstrated that binning the path, i.e. summing 

activity over an interval to produce motion on an ecologically plausible timescale, and applying 

physical constraints (momentum, friction) significantly alter the shape of the path. A 

comprehensive investigation of these factors in the computational framework we developed 

could provide insight into ongoing methodological debates. 
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Second, in foraging animals, tight coupling of perception and action require immediate, 

implicit, and continuous decision-making. The present study did not explore this coupling 

between perception and action, and in particular did not address how discovering a resource 

could be expected, through evolved mechanisms or learning, to bias subsequent movements. 

Making the foraging model sensitive to the history of resources collected is essential to adaptive 

foraging and may be responsible for some of the patterns that are observed in animal search 

paths. Encoding this information as input to the neural network would be a first step to 

addressing this limitation. 

Finally, foraging processes offer a valuable perspective with which to conceptualize 

diverse cognitive phenomena. For this perspective to be profitable, more work should be done on 

the common neural mechanisms of search-like processes and how to map these to complex 

neural dynamics. 
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Chapter 5 

Transient Localist Representations in Critical Branching Networks 

 

There is a long-standing debate between proponents of localist and distributed representations 

in neural network research. Different connectionist models have employed one or the other type 

of representation, but all such models assume that representations are either always stable, or 

stable after learning converges. This chapter explores an alternate possibility, which is that 

representations continually shift and change, even on relatively fast timescales, and even after 

learning has stabilized. The possibility of transient representation is demonstrated in a spiking 

neural network model, along with supporting neuroscientific evidence. The model learns localist 

representations that change over a wide range of timescales. This representational transience 

reflects an important addition to the study of dynamic decisions as one mechanism by which 

decision circuits in the brain might rebind to contextually relevant decisions, rather than fixedly 

representing actions which are irrelevant in a given context. 
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Introduction 

The relationship between neural and mental activity is central to cognitive science, and it 

has sparked a number of longstanding debates. One such debate concerns the number of different 

percepts, concepts, or actions that a given neuron might represent. On the one hand, the activity 

of a given neuron might contribute to a single representation at some level, i.e. localist 

representation (Page, 2000). Such hypothetical neurons are sometimes referred to as 

grandmother cells (Bowers, 2009), based on the illustrative example that the spiking of a given 

neuron might always contribute to the thought of one’s grandmother and nothing else. On the 

other hand, the activity of a given neuron might contribute to multiple representations, e.g. 

distributed representation (Hinton, McClelland, & Rumelhart, 1990). Localist and distributed 

representations highlight one dimension of the relationship between neural and mental activity, 

and other dimensions are highlighted by other representations, such as population codes 

(Erickson, 2001) and sparse codes (Olshausen & Field, 1997). 

In the present study, we consider the stability over time of relationships between neuronal 

spikes and mental representations (Durstewitz & Deco, 2008). Stability is somewhat orthogonal 

to the localist-distributed debate, but we focus on localist representations because the issues are 

clearer in this context, and because stability has implications for studies of localist 

representation. The question is simply this—when one asserts that spikes from a given neuron 

relate to a particular mental representation, over what duration of time does this relationship 

extend? 

The standard position with respect to this question is that the activity of a neuron 

corresponds with the same mental representation for most or all of its life, i.e. a stable localist 

representation. In other words, a neuron will spike in conjunction with the same stimuli or 

actions if one records from it early in the day, then later in the day, then the next day, week, 

month or year. The alternative is that the spikes of a given neuron correspond to different mental 

representations over time, with correspondences changing possibly on the order of days, hours, 

minutes, or even seconds, i.e. a transient localist representation. As with the localist-distributed 
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dimension, there are intermediate possibilities between the extremes of stable and transient 

representations. In particular, transience must be defined with respect to one or more timescales, 

and the longer the timescale, the more stable the representation. 

In this study, we point out that researchers have tacitly assumed stable representations in 

the localist-distributed debate, and that most neural network models require stability to support 

learning and performance. Then we review recent evidence from neuroscience that calls into 

question the assumption of stability, and we discuss potential advantages of transient 

representations for computation and cognitive function. Finally, we review a spiking neural 

network model that learns transient localist representations while maintaining performance in a 

simple nonlinear classification task. The model stands as a proof-of-concept that transient 

representations are viable alternatives to stable representations, and it also leads to different 

questions and hypotheses about the relationship between neural and mental activity. 

Stable Representations in Neural Networks 

The idea of stable localist representations can be traced back to early work in 

neuroscience on sensory and motor systems. It was natural and straightforward to posit that 

individual neurons contribute to individual percepts and motor commands (i.e. localist 

representation), and to also assume that the correspondence between neurons and percepts or 

motor commands remains relatively fixed over a cell’s lifetime. For instance, there is evidence 

that neurons in primary visual cortex have well-defined receptive fields described by a direct 

correspondence between a neuron’s firing rate and the presence of e.g. a luminance contrast of a 

particular orientation at a particular location in the visual field (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959, 1968). 

Likewise, there is evidence that the firing of individual motor neurons relates to particular motor 

activities (Person & Kudina, 1972). In both cases, it is convenient to assume that spikes have 

stable relationships with sensory and motor activities, because otherwise it is not clear how these 

spikes could reliably encode information and interact with other neural systems. 

The assumption of stable representation was implicit in the earliest empirical studies of 

neural coding, and also in the earliest models of neural network processing. From Rosenblatt’s 

perceptron (Rosenblatt, 1961) and Selfridge’s pandemonium (Selfridge, 1958), to adaptive 

resonance (Grossberg, 1976) and interactive activation (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981), it has 

been nearly universal to formulate units in neural network models with stable representations. In 

models without learning, each unit is assigned to represent a particular feature or category or 

concept, such as the letter and word units in an interactive activation model. These 

representations are stable because they do not change during the “life” of the model. In models 

with learning, units develop learned localist or distributed representations over time, and these 

representations stabilize once learning has asymptoted.  

For both real and artificial neural networks, the rationale for stable representations is 

partly grounded in the assumption of relatively stable network connectivity. Learning is typically 

theorized in terms of changes to the strengths of connections, rather than changes in connectivity 

(but see constructive learning algorithms as in Tin-Yau & Dit-Yan, 1997). This stable 

connectivity means that units mostly do not change in terms of their structural relations to other 

units, which in turn facilitates stable representations (connections can sometimes weaken to the 

point of being ineffective, but most learning algorithms cannot create new connections). To 

illustrate, a unit that represents the word “cat” in the interactive activation model does so by 

virtue of its stable connections to letter units “c”, “a”, and “t”. In cortex, a given neuron in V1 

plays a specific role in the hierarchy of visual features by virtue of its connectivity with other 

layers of the visual system. 
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Stable Versus Transient Representations 

The common assumption of stable representations has proven useful for advancing 

research on the relationship between neural and mental activity, but the assumption is challenged 

by evidence for transient representations. To begin with, indirect evidence has been mounting 

that neural networks can change structurally more often, and on faster timescales, than 

previously assumed. There are now many known mechanisms of plasticity that modify synaptic 

strengths, and combined, they can make relatively large changes in short periods of time 

(Colbran, 2015). Even the connections themselves appear to vary frequently over time due to 

multiple possible factors. For example, a large proportion of dendritic spines appear to exhibit 

ongoing variability over time, which means that new spines and synaptic connections are 

formed, and existing ones are eliminated, on a regular basis (Holtmaat, Trachtenberg, Wilbrecht, 

Shepherd, Zhang, Knott, & Svoboda, 2005). In addition to structural changes, synaptic 

transmission can be dynamically modulated by neurotransmitter release at the synapses, causing 

some synapses to trigger postsynaptic potentials more reliably than others (Branco & Staras, 

2009). Also, astrocytes seem to support an additional as yet unknown mechanism of synaptic 

plasticity, and evidence suggests they can rapidly and dynamically modulate neurotransmitter 

transmission at synaptic clefts over time (De Pitta, Volman, Berry, Parpura, Volterra, & Ben-

Jacob, 2012).  

The extent and degree of plasticity in effective connectivity calls into question the 

assumption of stable relationships between neuronal spikes and mental representations. As noted 

earlier, stable connectivity is part of the underlying rationale for assuming stable representations. 

Indirect evidence about plasticity is informative, but we also need direct tests of stable versus 

transient representations. Such a test requires a reliable recording from the same neuron, under 

consistent stimulus and task conditions, for an extended period of time. Just how much time 

depends on the degree of stability/transience one wishes to test, but periods of hours or even days 

are warranted, given that most theories and models assume representations are stable for at least 

this long. One also needs a way to distinguish transience in recordings due to representational 

change, versus transience due to noise that may arise from neural processes or from instabilities 

in recording conditions (e.g. drift in electrode placement).  

The challenges of distinguishing stable versus transient representations have limited the 

number of studies directly testing this distinction, but not surprisingly, there is evidence at both 

ends of the spectrum. In one illustrative study, researchers found single-cell recording evidence 

for localist representations in long-term memory (Quian Quiroga, Reddy, Kreiman, Koch, & 

Fried, 2005). Quian Quiroga and colleagues examined the firing rates of neurons in response to 

various images presented to epileptic patients with depth electrodes placed in their medial 

temporal lobes, which are brain areas with established relations to long-term memory function. 

The researchers identified neurons that fired when particular people, buildings, or animals were 

displayed, across a range of different visual angles and orientations, but did not fire for other 

stimulus items. They interpreted their results as indicative of a sparse code (Quiroga, Kreiman, 

Koch, & Fried, 2008), which is a coding scheme relatively similar to localist representation with 

respect to the distributed-localist debate (Quian Quiroga & Kreiman, 2010). 

The Quiroga et al. (2005) study is illustrative because the authors assumed stable 

representations, and any apparent transience was attributed to unwanted changes in recording 

conditions, such as electrode slippage. Patients were chronically implanted for 7-10 day periods, 

and data were collected for about 3-4 recording sessions, each about 30 minutes long. 

Responsive cells were identified in an initial recording session, and then recorded again in later 
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sessions. However, of 993 initially identified cells, only 132 exhibited localist-like responses to 

the visual stimuli. The article does not contain information about whether cells were tracked 

across sessions, and if so, how many had consistent response properties across sessions. It is 

possible that some of the apparently non-localist cells were actually localist but not responsive to 

the particular stimuli. It is also possible that these cells were localist but transient during the 30 

minute sessions. For example, a given cell may have been uniquely responsive to images of 

Jennifer Aniston during the first 15 minutes, and Halle Berry during the last 15 minutes. In this 

case, the criteria used by Quiroga et al. would exclude such a cell from analysis as a 

sparse/localist code. 

The assumption of stable representations is common, but it cannot be taken for granted in 

work on brain-machine interfaces. This point has led to studies that investigate the stability of 

representations, taking recording conditions into account. The possibility of transient 

representations is important for brain-machine interfaces because it would complicate the use of 

machine learning algorithms to learn the mappings between neural activity and machine 

commands. Stability is simpler because it enables machine learning algorithms to store fixed 

mappings between neural recordings and machine commands. Some studies have been 

reassuring in this regard—Ganguly and colleagues (Ganguly & Carmena, 2009) found 

population codes in macaque primary motor cortex that were fairly stable over multiple week 

periods, and Chestek and colleagues (Chestek, Batista, Santhanam, Yu, Afshar, Cunningham, 

Gilja, Ryu, Churchland, & Shenoy, 2007) found evidence for stable localist representations over 

two days in macaque premotor cortex. However, other studies have found evidence for more 

transient representations—Rokni and colleagues (Rokni, Richardson, Bizzi, & Seung, 2007) 

found tuning curves in primary motor cortex to drift over the course of days and even hours (for 

similar results see János, Mark, Wasim, Sydney, Emad, Gerhard, John, & Leigh, 2013), and 

similar evidence for transience have been found in studies of sensorimotor maps (Rossini, 

Martino, Narici, Pasquarelli, Peresson, Pizzella, Tecchio, Torrioli, & Romani, 1994) and 

olfactory representations (Kato, Chu, Isaacson, & Komiyama, 2012). In sum, currently there is 

evidence for both stable and transient representations. 

Potential Benefits of Transient Representations  

Thus far, we have reviewed logical arguments and empirical evidence for the existence of 

transient representations, but why would brains evolve such a relationship between neural and 

mental activity? On first pass, it may seem like transience presents difficulties for information 

processing. If this is true, then transient representations should be weeded out by natural 

selection, unless they confer some beneficial properties to offset any disadvantages. Here we 

review three possible benefits of transient representations. Then, as a demonstration, we report a 

spiking neural network model that overcomes the challenges of instability while learning highly 

transient, localist representations. 

One benefit of transient representations may be to support the context dependency of 

perceptual and cognitive function (Freeman, 1994). Wittgenstein (1953) pointed out that 

concepts like “game” are defined not by a necessary and sufficient set of features, but rather, by 

the interaction of prior knowledge and context. If neuronal spike patterns bear some direct 

relationship to mental representations like percepts and concepts, then these spike patterns are 

predicted to change in a matter of seconds or even faster when the context changes, even when 

stimuli remain constant. From this perspective, the relationship between neural and mental 

activity may be transient as a function of context. Evidence for such transience comes from a 

number of studies, including transient activity in the moth olfactory lobe whose patterns change 
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on short timescales depending on perceptual context (Christensen, Pawlowski, Lei, & 

Hildebrand, 2000), and analogous findings of hippocampal recordings that change depending on 

spatial navigation context (Pastalkova, Itskov, Amarasingham, & Buzsáki, 2008). 

Another potential benefit of transient representations is their capacity to encode a wider 

range of percepts, actions, and concepts compared with stable representations. Consider the 

localist case in particular. A well-known concern about localist encoding is that the size of the 

representational space is directly and linearly related to the number of neurons, i.e. we are 

limited in the number of representations we can form by the number of neurons in the cortex. 

This relationship is limiting, but the limitation comes from the underlying assumption of stable 

localist representation. A localist neuron with transient relationships to mental activity has the 

potential to encode different percepts or concepts at different times. Realizing this potential 

would increase the total number of mental objects that can be represented, albeit not all 

representations could be evoked simultaneously. Thus the tradeoff would be that a system of 

transient localist representations would not be equipped to activate any possible percept or 

concept at any given time. This tradeoff seems manageable, provided that representations can be 

dynamically shifted and reallocated as needed.  

The ability of a system to dynamically reconfigure relationships between neural and 

mental activity has been associated with metastability (Bressler & Kelso, 2001; Kello, Anderson, 

Holden, & Van Orden, 2008), which is a computationally adaptive property (and thus potentially 

beneficial) associated with critical branching (Haldeman & Beggs, 2005; Kello, 2013). Critical 

branching is a principle of homeostatic regulation of spike propagation in a network. Simply put, 

it states that spikes should be conserved as they propagate, such that there number neither grows 

nor shrinks over time. This balanced state is theorized to be tenuous, analogous to walking a tight 

rope when there is positive feedback to either side (i.e. increasing propagation begets further 

increases, and decreasing propagation begets further decreases). Metastability derives from 

interactions among neurons that tenuously balance their activities between subcritical and 

supercritical spike propagation. This balance can be struck in a spiking neural network by tuning 

the propagation of spikes to their critical branching point, which causes patterns of spike activity 

to be perpetually in flux as the system teeters between subcritical and supercritical regimes—this 

perpetual flux in spike patterns is referred to as metastability. 

Evidence for critical branching started with a study by Beggs and Plenz (2003), in which 

the authors recorded intrinsic bursts of spike activity in slice preparations of rat somatosensory 

cortex. They found spike dynamics to exhibit bursts of activity whose sizes were distributed as 

an inverse power law, P ~ 1/Sα (similar to exponential but with a heavy tail). The exponent 

parameter was estimated from the data to be consistently near 3/2, and this power law has been 

referred to as reflecting so-called neuronal avalanches. Neuronal avalanches are predicted if 

spike propagation is effectively a critical branching process (although there are alternative 

explanations; see Touboul & Destexhe, 2010). Critical branching holds when precisely one spike 

is propagated for each spike, on average. The observed 3/2 exponent is predicted by virtue of 

critical branching being associated with a second-order phase transition, and the finding has been 

replicated across a wide range of neural systems and measurements (for a recent review see 

Roberts, Boonstra, & Breakspear, 2015).  

The associations between neuronal avalanches, critical branching, and metastability may 

not be readily apparent (see Plenz & Thiagarajan, 2007). Explaining these associations falls 

outside the present scope, but we note them here because they underlie the upcoming model, and 

because they reveal a third potential benefit of transient representation. In particular, 
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metastability may maximize the number of different spike patterns that networks can generate, 

which is analogous to the benefit of greater representational capacity using transient instead of 

stable codes. The reason for this potential benefit stems from the hypothesis that metastability in 

neural networks comes from interactions among neurons balanced between mutual independence 

and interdependence (Kello & Van Orden, 2009). This balance can promote the spontaneous 

formation of transient spike patterns, and also increase and even maximize the number of 

different patterns that spontaneously emerge (Tognoli & Kelso, 2014).  

A Model of Transient Localist Representations 

The rationale and evidence for transient representations has prompted some researchers 

to build computational models that simulate transient patterns of activity. For instance, 

Haldeman and Beggs (2005) presented a feed-forward, stochastic model of spike propagation 

that was simple enough to provide a clear demonstration of how critical branching can maximize 

pattern formation. The spiking behaviors of neurons were transient, but the model did not 

represent information about inputs or outputs, and therefore was not representational. Rabinovich 

et al. (2008) presented a mathematical model of transient neural dynamics and showed how 

transience is compatible with stable, repeatable performance. They described how transient 

dynamics could be applied to sequential decision-making, which would be representational, but 

they did not implement such a model. Kwok and Smith (2005) implemented transient 

representations in a network of threshold gate units and showed that transience can serve to 

dynamically search a problem space to find multiple solutions, rather than settling on just one. 

However, the response properties of individual units were not analyzed. 

When taken together, the modeling studies just reviewed begin to demonstrate how it is 

possible to simulate transient dynamics in neural network models, and use transient dynamics for 

information processing. However, none of these models simulated spike dynamics or transient 

localist representations. Also they did not directly demonstrate how neuronal units can change 

representations on fast timescales while learning and maintaining performance. Here we present 

new analyses of a previously published model (Rodny & Kello, 2014) that converges through 

learning on stable performance in a simple classification task, yet ongoing regulation of network 

connectivity is shown to produce continual, sometimes abrupt changes to localist representations. 

These changes are driven by a simple mechanism that adjusts connectivity to balance spike 

propagation towards its critical branching point (Kello, 2013). As a result, a unit may represent 

one learned category for an extended period of time, and then switch abruptly to represent 

another learned category, or switch to become uncorrelated with learned categories. But despite 

this transience in representation, performance is maintained over output units. 

In the next section, we review the model in detail for the interested reader, and further 

details can be found in the original paper (Rodny & Kello, 2014). We then conduct new analyses 

on model performance to show directly how the spiking of some units exhibited transient localist 

representations of output targets. We end with implications for future investigations of stable 

versus transient representations in neural networks. 

Review of Critical Branching Network with Learning 

Rodny and Kello (2014) presented a spiking reservoir network (Lukoševičius & Jaeger, 

2009) with three groups of units: A group of excitatory source units, a group of excitatory and 

inhibitory reservoir units, and a group of sink units. Source units were activated by external 

inputs, and their spikes propagated into the reservoir. Reservoir spikes either propagated within 

reservoir via recurrent synapses, or they exited the reservoir by triggering spikes on sink units. 
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Sink units did not have outgoing connections so their spikes did not propagate further. Units 

were standard leaky integrate-and-fire, and connectivity was sparse and random, with random 

axonal transmission delays. Importantly, the synaptic strength of each connection could take on 

only one of two values (see Branco & Staras, 2009): disabled (zero) or enabled (a strong + or – 

value for excitatory or inhibitory units, respectively). Synaptic strengths were switched between 

two values to create the possibility of relatively rapid changes in connectivity (i.e. with just a 

small number of switches) that cause transience in representation, as reported later.  

The synaptic switching algorithm was designed to enable excitatory synapses when the 

local branching ratio was subcritical (i.e. < 1), and disable excitatory synapses when local 

estimates were supercritical (> 1). Enabling and disabling synapses increased and decreased 

spike propagation to regulate around the critical branching point. Kello (2013) showed that the 

algorithm can bring a spiking network to its critical branching point, and also produce neuronal 

avalanches as predicted. However, that study focused on the intrinsic dynamics of critical 

branching networks, which means that spikes were not associated with stimuli or responses. 

Such associations are necessary to investigate transient localist representations.  

Rodny and Kello (2014) extended the critical branching algorithm to incorporate a simple 

learning mechanism, and thereby make spikes “representational” in the sense that each one has a 

corresponding effect on learned responses to stimuli. In the model, spikes produced by sink units 

received rewards or punishments, and a trace was added to each synapse that kept track of 

correlations between signals transmitted across the synapse, and associated rewards or 

punishments. Synaptic trace values were used to guide the enabling and disabling of synapses. In 

particular, when the critical branching algorithm signaled a synaptic modification, synapses with 

high reward correlations were selectively enabled, and synapses with low reward correlations (or 

high punishment correlations) were selectively disabled. These traces effectively “corralled” 

transient spike dynamics to generate patterns that increase the probability of generating spikes 

correlated with rewards.  

The nonlinear classification task used by Rodny and Kello (2014) was the exclusive-or 

(XOR) function, which is a standard assay of nonlinear classification performance in reservoir 

computing. In particular, each output spike represented XOR=0 or XOR=1, and spikes 

representing each value were counted during each response period. On each trial the network 

responded with the value that elicited the greater number of spikes. The sink units that carried 

output spikes had stable representations because their values were assigned during network 

initialization, and these assignments remained fixed for the duration of a simulation. However, 

reservoir units were not assigned values, so their representations were free to be transient.  

The critical branching mechanism continually enabled and disabled recurrent synapses in 

the reservoir as well as output synapses projecting onto sink units. These synaptic modifications 

continued even after reward probabilities reached their asymptotic values, because critical 

branching was never perfectly nor permanently achieved. This inability to achieve perfect critical 

branching made reservoir spike dynamics transient, because connectivity never became fixed. 

The effect of dynamic connectivity on spike propagation and performance can be seen in Fig. 

5.1, which shows that even after performance reached asymptote at 0.91 mean proportion 

correct, the model continued to exhibit large fluctuations due to ongoing changes in connectivity. 
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Figure 5.1: Time series of mean branching ratio estimates, mean reservoir spike rate, and mean 

proportion of correct responses over time. The X axis is simulation time and data points were 

averaged every 100 simulation time steps. 

Continually changing connectivity also resulted in metastable spike patterns. To examine 

metastability, Rodny and Kello (2014) analyzed reservoir spike dynamics as time series of spike 

patterns, where each pattern was a vector of unit spike counts over a given window of time (also 

see Sasaki, Matsuki, & Ikegaya, 2007). Pattern overlap was computed using correlation, and an 

example autocorrelation matrix is shown in the upper left graph of Fig. 5.2. One can see local 

correlations among spike patterns nearby in time along the diagonal, contrasted with a relative 

lack of correlation at longer time lags away from the diagonal. This lack of correlation indicates 

that spike patterns were constantly shifting over time, which can also be visualized by computing 

the first two principal components of the spike pattern time series. The resulting pattern 

trajectory in PCA coordinates is plotted in the upper right panel of Fig. 5.2. The transience of 

pattern dynamics can be seen as a wandering path through PCA space. For the sake of 

comparison, the same analyses were conducted while the critical branching mechanism was 

disengaged (after reaching asymptote), thereby freezing connectivity. The bottom two panels 

show that spike patterns were highly correlated over time while connectivity was frozen, and 

pattern dynamics moved randomly within a small region of PCA space. 
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Figure 5.2: Autocorrelation (left) and PCA (right) analyses of spike pattern time series for the 

reservoir spiking network while spike propagation was regulated to be critical branching (top), 

and while regulation was disengaged and connectivity was frozen (bottom). For the 

autocorrelation plots, red and yellow indicate stronger correlations, light and dark blue 

indicates little to no correlation. 

Analyses of Transient Localist Representations 

Results reviewed thus far show that a simple mechanism of critical branching can lead to 

transient spike patterns in terms of metastability. Next, in order to examine the transience of 

representation in Rodny and Kello’s (2014) critical branching network, we need to measure the 

relationship between reservoir spikes and their effects on output spikes generated by sink units. 

Specifically, for each reservoir spike, we measured whether its signal arrived at the sink while 

XOR=0 was the correct output, or XOR=1 was the correct output. By this measure, a purely 

stable, localist representation would correspond to a reservoir unit that spiked only when XOR=0 

or XOR=1 was correct. A transient localist representation would exhibit runs of XOR=0 

interleaved with XOR=1. To be distinguished from a unit whose runs occur by chance, run 

lengths would need to be greater than expected by chance. 

We first tested for stable localist representations by examining the long-term biases of 

reservoir units to spike more when XOR=0 or XOR=1. Fig 5.3 shows two bias distributions 

using two different measures of bias, plus a third distribution of spike counts per unit that serves 

as a reference. One bias distribution is the number of spikes produced by each reservoir unit 

while XOR=1, minus the number of spikes it produced while XOR=0. The other is the 

distribution of proportion of spikes produced by each reservoir unit while XOR=1, divided by 

total number of spikes it produced. The bimodality of these two bias distributions is clear 

evidence that a greater-than-chance number of reservoir units exhibited at least somewhat stable 

localist representations, in that they exhibited long-term biases towards spiking selectively when 
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XOR=0 or XOR=1. The histograms also show an asymmetric bias towards XOR=1, which 

means that idiosyncratic factors (e.g. due to initialization and asynchronous updating) were 

amplified over the course of learning. 

 

Figure 5.3: Three histograms based on reservoir spikes produced after learning stabilized. Left: 

number of spikes per unit over an entire simulation (excluding initial transient) Middle: Per unit 

difference between the number of spikes corresponding to XOR=1 minus XOR=0. Right: Per 

unit proportion of spikes corresponding to XOR=1 divided by total number of spikes. 

While some reservoir units exhibited somewhat stable localist representations, the 

histograms show that many units exhibit little or no bias, leaving open the possibility that the 

model also learned transient localist representations. For instance, only 28% of reservoir units 

had a localist bias, as defined by greater than 0.8 probability of spiking when XOR=0 or XOR=1, 

exclusively. However, less than 2% of the neurons had a strong localist bias, as defined by a 

greater than 0.98 probability of spiking when XOR=0 or XOR=1, exclusively. Nearly 40% of the 

units had no strong bias either way, with their spikes roughly evenly divided between the two 

XOR outputs (proportions between 0.4 and 0.6). Thus we found that very few units converged on 

localist representations stable over the whole course of asymptotic performance. However, 

neuroscience experiments record for limited periods of time, so we need to analyze 

representations on shorter timescales in order to test for relatively stable versus transient 

representation. For the latter, we need to look for switches between runs of XOR=0 and XOR=1 

biases in the time series of reservoir spike trains. 

We start by showing in Fig. 5.4 some example spike trains that represent the different 

types of runs observed in reservoir units. In particular, we searched through reservoir activity to 

find spike trains that exemplify both stable and transient localist representation, as well as spike 

trains that exhibit no clear relationship with output values. Fig. 5.4 shows raster plots for spike 

trains exhibiting 1) stable localist representations corresponding to XOR=0 or XOR=1; 2) 

transient localist representations that switch between longer-than-typical runs of XOR=0 and 

XOR=1; and 3) no consistent representation with respect to output values. These spike trains 

illustrate the diversity of reservoir unit activity in the network. They show that reservoir 

representations can be unstable while learned classification performance is stable.  
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Figure 5.4: Raster plot of spike trains representing different relationships between reservoir 

activity and XOR outputs after learning stabilized. Each row contains a sequence of 50 spikes 

from an example reservoir unit in a period of 600 time units. Spikes are colored blue or red 

when they occurred while XOR=0 or 1, respectively. The top two groups of units show spike 

trains stably representing XOR=0 or XOR=1. The transient group shows spike trains switching 

between the two different output representations, and the inconsistent group shows spike trains 

with no consistent relationship to output values. 

The examples of localist transient representation shown in Fig. 5.4 are highly unlikely to 

occur by chance. We further investigate this point by analyzing the distribution of observed run 

lengths as a measure of transience in localist representation. To ensure spike trains of sufficient 

length for distributional analysis, we selected all reservoir units that spiked at least 5000 times 

after learning stabilized. For each unit, we counted the number of runs of consecutive spikes 

corresponding to XOR=0 or XOR=1, for each run length N. For instance, if a given reservoir unit 

produce 5 consecutive spikes while XOR=1 before a 6th spike while XOR=0, we marked one run 

of length 5. There are numerous possible distributions, but the evidence for metastability due to 

critical branching leads to a prediction. Specifically, metastable dynamics are associated with 

power law distributions in the durations of spike patterns, and a simple proxy for spike pattern 

durations is the lengths of transient localist runs as just defined. A power law distribution in this 

case would mean that longer runs occur more often than expected by chance. That is, the tail of 

the observed distribution should be heavier than an exponential (Poisson) distribution. 
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of localist run lengths for ten randomly selected reservoir units with at 

least 5000 spikes (thin lines), overlaid by the run length distribution for all reservoir units with 

at least 5000 spikes (thick blue line). 

Fig. 5.5 plots the distribution of localist run lengths for 10 example reservoir units chosen 

at random, and also for the aggregate distribution. The distributions are plotted on a log-log scale 

because power laws appear as linear relations in these coordinates. One can see that run lengths 

were approximately distributed as a power law because the distribution is roughly linear in 

logarithmic coordinates (the exponent was approximately two as measured by a regression line 

fit). This power law relationship means that localist runs occurred more often than expected by 

chance. Therefore learning and regulation in the critical branching network resulted in transient 

localist representations for reservoir units. 

Another way to investigate transience in localist representation is to simulate the 

placement of an electrode tapping a random neuron at a random time point, and quantify the 

probability of finding a localist representation that is stable for a given number of spikes. Fig. 5.6 

plots the probability of finding a consistent run of spikes corresponding to XOR=0 or XOR=1 for 

runs at least 10 to 1000 spikes in length. Results show that stable representations are relatively 

rare. For instance, there is only about a 10% chance of finding a neuron with a consistent 

relationship to the target output for 200 or more consecutive spikes. This probability of finding a 

stable localist representation is comparable to neuroscientific findings, albeit it is important to 

note that recording conditions are perfectly constant in the simulation, whereas real recording 

conditions are noisy.  
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Figure 5.6: Probability of finding a neuron that exhibits a run of N spikes at least L long that 

consistently corresponded to either XOR=0 or XOR=1. 

Discussion 

The debate between distributed and localist representations has been ongoing for many 

years, and both sides have their strengths and weaknesses. In the present study, we aimed to 

inform this debate by highlighting an often overlooked aspect of the relationship between neural 

and mental activity. We presented logical arguments, empirical evidence, and a neural network 

model that together lead to the proposition of transient localist representations. These 

representations are localist in that the spikes of a given neuron are hypothesized to correspond 

with individual percepts, concepts, or actions on relatively short timescales (e.g. hours, days, 

even minutes and seconds). But over a sufficiently long period of time, model neurons were 

shown to shift among different representations. Transience was localist, but representations 

shared at least one feature with distributed representation—a given neuron can play a role in 

multiple representations, with the difference being that a transient localist neuron can only 

represent a single percept, concept, or action at any one time. 

The critical branching network demonstrated how transient localist representations can 

emerge when network connectivity is continually changing due to homeostatic and learning 

plasticity. The model is primarily a proof-of-concept in this regard, and further work is needed to 

relate it directly to neuroscience data. For instance, the stimulation timescale is arbitrary, so the 

model makes no claims about the timescale of transience in real neural systems. Also the model 

is a generic, randomly connected recurrent network, so it makes no claims about which types of 

neurons or which brain areas are more likely to exhibit transient representations. 

Caveats aside, the model suggest one factor that may contribute to observations of 

apparently arbitrary relationships between spikes on the one hand, and stimuli, tasks or motor 

commands on the other. Such neurons may actually be switching their representations among 
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different percepts, concepts, or actions, which might appear arbitrary without examining their 

time series. We demonstrated that one way to distinguish transient representations from noise is 

to analyze the distribution of run lengths of localist representation. Analyses like these should be 

feasible, at least in some single-cell recording studies, and pursued to further test the hypothesis 

of transient localist representation. 

Another future direction is to further investigate the adaptive features of transience for 

neural and cognitive systems. The increase in representational space over time is an implicit 

benefit, but a predicted explicit benefit is the responsiveness of representations to adapt to 

context and changing conditions. We did not test for this benefit in the critical branching model, 

and we may not be able to without further developing the relationship between synaptic changes 

driven by homeostasis versus rewards and punishments or input statistics. It would also be 

helpful to investigate tasks in which contexts and conditions change on the fly, to see whether 

transient representations serve to help process perceptual inputs, hold information in memory, or 

make associations, predictions and inferences. 

The critical branching model may prove useful towards investigating the adaptive 

benefits of transient representation, localist or otherwise, but there are a number of differences 

between the model and real neural systems that must be considered. One basic difference is that 

there were only two categories of output in our model (XOR=0 versus XOR=1). Real neural 

systems deal with many more distinctions among many more categories, and much more 

variability within categories, especially when it comes to human language and conceptual 

knowledge. It would be interesting and important to investigate transient representations in 

models that learn more categories, and more variations within them. It may turn out that the 

prevalence of transient localist representations depends on factors like the number of categories 

being learned.  

Another basic difference is that the mechanisms and dynamics of units and synapses were 

greatly simplified in our model compared with real neural systems. Of course all neural network 

models are greatly simplified, but one must ask whether any of our simplifications played a 

critical role in our findings of transient localist representations. As already noted, the critical 

branching mechanism was responsible for metastability, and hence also responsible for the 

appearance of transient localist representations. Kello (2013) argued that the mechanism and its 

enabling/disabling of synapses is at least consistent with current neuroscientific data, and its 

effects explain a number of different power laws observed in neural activity. Therefore the 

mechanism and its effects appear to provide some insight into metastable dynamics in real 

spiking neurons, but it is likely that further research is necessary to better capture the relevant 

principles of homeostatic regulation and plasticity. 

Another question raised earlier is whether transient representations are compatible with 

long-term, stable learning. The critical branching model demonstrates that transient localist 

representations are compatible with stable classification learning over an extended period of 

simulation time, and we can be confident that learning would continue to be stable as long as 

simulation conditions remained the same. However, in the present study we focused on the 

condition in which rewards and punishments are administered throughout the simulations. Under 

more realistic conditions, rewards and punishments may not be available for extended periods of 

time, and nonetheless neural systems continue to function based on past learning. Rodny and 

Kello (2014) reported a condition in which rewards and punishments were completely removed 

after asymptotic learning. They found that classification performance continued to be high and 

stable, even though critical branching continued to enable and disable synapses with rewards or 
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punishments. The reason for maintained performance in the absence of rewards and punishments 

is that synaptic traces remained fixed and stable, and thus continued to guide the enabling and 

disabling of synapses. 

Finally, it should be noted that the classic stability/plasticity dilemma (Grossberg, 1980) 

is a potential issue for our model, as it is for other neural network models. If the model is trained 

on one task, and then the task changes along with rewards and punishments, the first task may be 

unlearned. This phenomenon is known as “catastrophic interference” (Lewandowsky & Li, 

1995), and it is a long-standing issue in neural network research with many hypotheses on how it 

can be addressed and mitigated. In a critical branching network, catastrophic interference may 

not be a problem if spike activity is sparse enough and tasks elicit distinct enough reservoir spike 

patterns to minimize overlap. It is also possible that reservoir dynamics can be generic enough to 

support projections to multiple output layers representing multiple tasks, as is the premise of 

reservoir computing. Or, the critical branching mechanism could be modified to avoid changes to 

synapses as they become more consistently enabled or disabled, as proposed by Kello (2013). 

Further work is needed to test all these possibilities. 

To conclude, our critical branching model does not provide evidence for or against 

localist or distributed representations, nor was it intended to. Instead the model highlights the 

possibility that evidence for “grandmother cells” and other types of localist representations may 

belie neural systems in which representations are more transient than often assumed. 

Grandmother cells may emerge under a variety of contexts and conditions, but they may also 

change into grandfather cells sometimes, or redwood cells or who-knows-what cells, and they 

might even transition from sparse to dense to distributed to localist representations, and back 

again. Together, the evidence, theories, and models covered herein suggest a need for further 

investigation into the transience of neural representations and their potentially beneficial 

properties. 
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Appendix A 

Brief Works on Neural Dynamics 

 

This appendix includes four brief write-ups for research projects which related to neural 

dynamics. While none of these projects was initially conceptualized as an investigation of 

dynamic decision-making, each project offers additional insight into dynamic neural processes 

which interact with decision-making. The first section is an extended abstract describing an 

effort to develop a computational model of infant babbling, in which a spiking neural network 

must learn to control several dynamic motor dimensions given only a sparse reward signal. The 

second section describes a project in which naturalistic infant audio recordings were segmented 

and temporally filtered by a deep autoencoding neural network. The third section contains a 

brief follow-up of a behavioral experiment (described fully in Appendix B), in which human 

participants learn to associate the affordances of objects with the names of those objects. In this 

follow-up, we analyzed the participant arm movements and error rates during training to gain 

further insight into dynamic interactions between the movement and language. Finally, the last 

section contains a project report on an effort to train a deep neural network to predict the 

position of a robot arm over time using the sequence of commands sent to the motors. 

Modeling infant speech development with spiking neural networks 

 

Presented As: 

Shea, Timothy M., and Warlaumont, Anne S. (2016) Modeling infant speech development with 

spiking neural networks. At 15th Neural Computation and Psychology Workshop. 

Summary 

Speech involves precise coordination of numerous muscle groups. Development of this 

motor coordination is evident during the first year as distinct syllables emerge. Prior work has 

described a model (BabbleNN) capable of reproducing one of the major milestones in vocal 

learning: the development of syllabic babbling1,2. BabbleNN consists of a recurrent, spiking 

neural network with reward-modulated spike-timing dependent plasticity (Da-STDP)3, an 

articulatory synthesizer simulating the human vocal tract4, and a three stage model of cochlear 

and auditory cortex response5. It learns to produce more salient sounds with greater numbers of 

consonant-vowel syllables. A major simplification made in that work is that a single motor signal 

controls two muscles (1DoF), the orbicularis oris (OO) and masseter (Mass). Here we explore 

the effects of controlling these muscles independently (2DoF), motivated by the questions: How 

can the previous model be scaled up to learn multiple degrees of freedom simultaneously? What 

will we learn from this about infant speech development?  This work is novel in the application 

of biophysically detailed models of neural, articulatory, and auditory systems to complex motor 

learning. 

Both 1DoF and 2DoF versions learned to produce more salient vocalizations. As in prior 

work, the 1DoF group increased the mean motor state of the coupled muscles, resulting in more 

frequent closure of the lips and jaw. The 2DoF version differed in that the muscle state space 

allowed multiple routes to increase salience and individual runs exhibited divergent learning 

trajectories. These findings support a view that individual differences can occur as a result of 

learning with many DoF but also suggest that external constraints are crucial to infant speech 

development and will be increasingly important as we extend the model to control many degrees 

of freedom. 
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Additional Detail 

The BabbleNN model6 (Fig. A.1) aims to explain how infants learn to produce speech-

like sounds, reproducing systems-level interactions between motor cortex, auditory cortex, and 

the body. Because babbling is in part intrinsically guided exploration of motor control, the neural 

network in BabbleNN is driven by random input currents rather than a perceptual model. 

 

Figure A.1: Schematic of the BabbleNN model. (A) Spiking neural network consists of 2 layers of 

Izhikevich model neurons3: 1000 reservoir neurons (80% excitatory) with sparse, recurrent 

connectivity and 800 motor neurons driven by feedforward Da-STDP synapses. Spike raster plot 

shows 1s of network activity. (B) Spikes in four motor subgroups drive the muscles (Mass, light 

blue; OO, orange) of the articulatory synthesizer during vocalizations. Motor states 

corresponding to the spike raster are shown. (C) The synthesized sound is processed by the 

auditory salience model including acoustic onset detection, cortical response filters, and an 

adaptive threshold. Reward is applied when salience exceeds the adaptive threshold for a given 

vocalization. 

Muscle activations are calculated by dividing the motor layer into four subgroups 

(agonist and antagonist for each motor signal). A pulse (+ or -) is applied to a motor state for 

each spike in a relevant subgroup and activity decays exponentially. For 2DoF runs each muscle 

is controlled by the difference in activity of a pair of subgroups. For 1DoF runs both muscles are 

controlled by the first two subgroups, making the second motor state epiphenomenal with respect 

to behavior and reward. 

At the end of each trial (1 sec) motor activity is sent to the articulatory synthesizer and a 

vocalization is produced. Next the auditory salience of the vocalization is calculated by applying 

acoustic filters representing peripheral and cortical responses. The sum of the resulting temporal 

salience signal is considered the salience of the vocalization. For experimental simulations, an 

adaptive (increasing) reinforcement threshold is applied to the vocalization salience. If the 

threshold is exceeded, the network receives a dopamine burst. Yoked control simulations (1Yok, 

2Yok) operate identically except that reward schedule is matched exactly to that of the paired 

experimental run. Since initial connections and inputs at each timestep are random, this controls 

for effects of reward quantity and frequency. 

Pilot work revealed that the 2DoF model produced less salient and less varied 

vocalizations and exhibited no learning when using the 1DoF model parameters. We therefore 
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increased the motor scaling--the magnitude of the pulse added to the motor state for each spike--

so that initial auditory salience matched that of the 1DoF model (motor scaling was set to 4 for 

1DoF, 5 for 2DoF). We conducted 6 runs for each group. Each run lasted 3600 simulated 

seconds. We analyzed auditory salience and mean motor states, with selected results in Figure 2. 

Additionally, we assessed motor variability and coordination, but found no systematic 

differences in either for this task. 

 

Figure A.2: (A) Auditory salience as a function of mean motor state of both muscles for every 

vocalization in the 2DoF group. Both muscles are positively correlated with salience (⍴Mass,Sal = 

0.27; ⍴OO,Sal = 0.43). (B) Auditory salience of first and last 100 vocalizations for each group. 

Salience increased for both 1DoF and 2DoF (p < 0.01) but not for either yoked group. (C) Mean 

position of the last 600 trials in motor state space for each run, both 1DoF and 2DoF 

simulations have consistently greater muscle activity than yokes, but there is greater variation in 

2DoF positions compared to 1DoF positions, corresponding to greater individual differences in 

solutions found in the 2DoF group. Yoked simulations show no significant change in mean motor 

state. 

Deep Autoencoding of Naturalistic Infant and Parent Vocalizations 

 

Presented As: 

Shea, Timothy M., Warlaumont, Anne S., Kello, Christopher, T., Noelle, David C., Pretzer, Gina 

M., and Walle, Eric A. (2016). Deep autoencoding of naturalistic infant and parent vocalizations. 

At 15th Neural Computation and Psychology Workshop. 

Rationale 

During the first two years, infants learn to produce many sounds characteristic of adult 

speech. This learning depends on the amount and quality of caregiver interaction (e.g., Bloom, 

1988; Golinkoff et al., 2015; Warlaumont et al., 2014). Investigating the dynamics of infant-

caregiver interaction ideally relies on large, naturalistic datasets, which are prohibitive to 

segment and annotate manually. Here we use deep neural networks to encode vocalizations into 

a low-dimensional feature space. The eventual goal is to use this approach to examine the 

relationship between infant and caregiver vocalizations and the temporal patterns of 

vocalizations. 
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Approach 

We collected daylong (at least 10 hours during a single day) home audio recordings of 

infants at 3 and 12 months of age using the LENA system. LENA software was used to identify 

vocalizations by child and adult speakers. Participants included five 3-month-olds and five 12-

month-olds. We randomly selected 1200 segments from each recording, 600 from the LENA 

child category and 600 from the female adult category. The minimum duration of segments 

generated by LENA is 600 ms, therefore we truncated all vocalizations to this length. For each 

sound we obtained a Mel-scale spectrogram with 26 frequency filters, windows of 50 ms, and 25 

ms overlap resulting in a set of 12,000 23 x 26 spectrograms. Power values were logged and 

normalized to the range [0, 1] within each temporal window. The spectrograms were used to 

train deep autoencoders based on the method described in Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006). The 

network was pretrained with 4 layers (1000, 500, 250, & 25 units) using contrastive divergence 

on Restricted Boltzmann Machines. After pretraining, the network weights were unfolded to 

produce a deep autoencoder and fine-tuned for 200 epochs with conjugate gradient learning. 

Findings 

Example reconstructions (adult) are shown in Fig. A.3 on the top left. Responses 

produced by 6 of the code layer units are on the bottom left. Note that most of the units encode 

sweeping contours of energy in the spectrogram as opposed to a strictly time or frequency 

dependent response. The figure on the right shows reconstruction error results for five 

autoencoders, one trained on all adults, two trained separately on infant groups, and two trained 

separately on adult groups. When the network is trained on all adult vocalizations, infant sounds 

are reconstructed with lower error, despite the fact the network has never “heard” these sounds. 

Furthermore, 3 mo. vocalizations are reconstructed with lower error than 12 mo. When separate 

autoencoders are trained and tested on 3 and 12 mo. infant sounds, 3 mo. sounds are 

reconstructed with lower error. Finally, when separate autoencoders are trained on adults from 3 

and 12 mo. recordings, there is an interaction such that infant sounds are better reconstructed by 

the model trained on matching adults. As a caveat, LENA allows us to rapidly process large 

amounts of data, but also introduces significant categorization error which potentially confounds 

these results. 

 

Figure A.3: Input and reconstructed sounds (left) and reconstruction error by group (right). 
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Conclusions 

The reconstruction errors suggest that vocalizations become increasingly difficult to 

encode with age but that adult vocalizations do contain features useful for encoding infant 

vocalizations. Results also indicate that adult vocalizations adapt to the age of infants in their 

speech environments, supporting the hypothesis that adults provide scaffolding for infant speech 

development. Work is ongoing to assess models that are more sensitive to the temporal structure 

of these data and to analyze the distribution and patterns of code layer activations. 

Reach Velocities Index Word Learning in Virtual Reality 

 

Presented As: 

Shea, Timothy M., Gordon, Chelsea L., Balasubramaniam, Ramesh, and Noelle, David C. 

(2018). At Neural Control of Movement. 

 

Little is known about how motor learning interacts with concurrent high level cognitive 

processes. We developed a gamified word learning experiment in virtual reality to explore 

sensorimotor grounding of language. This method offers a potential bridge from theories of 

sensorimotor learning to theories of high level cognition. Participants learned novel object names 

by manipulating virtual objects with the use of handheld controllers. The controllers were 

visually represented to participants as virtual hands. The six novel objects resembled potion 

bottles with visually distinct shapes and colors. The objects were arranged on either side of a 

large cauldron occupying the center of the virtual space. Participants heard one of the novel 

words, then grasped one of the potions and tilted it over the cauldron to pour the ingredient. They 

received feedback indicating whether the potion was correct or incorrect and continued until a 

performance criterion was met (about 100-200 trials). We recorded hand movements and 

correct/incorrect trials. To analyze the relationship between word learning performance and the 

underlying motor dynamics, we identified, for each subject, the first run of 9 consecutive correct 

trials. We consider this the point where participants had sufficiently learned the object names. 

The trials were split into ‘early’ (those before the identified run) and ‘late’ (the remainder) sets. 

For each trial, we calculated the velocity of the 3-dimensional motion trajectory and applied a 

peak detection process. We selected the final velocity peak for each trial, excluding peaks with a 

magnitude less than 2.5 cm/s. This selection corresponded to the reach from the potion to the 

cauldron, which we verified through manual inspection of the trajectories. We analyzed subjects’ 

peak velocities for each trial, as well as the average velocities for early and late trials aligned to 

the final peak. We found that the average velocity was greater for late than early trials. We also 

found that peak velocities tended to increase over time but this increase was greatest for the early 

trials. Few subjects showed an increase in late trials. This was supported by separate linear 

regressions fit to the early and late trials of each subject, which showed greater peak velocity 

slopes for early trials than late. In summary, changes in the velocity profile of reaching 

movements offer a motor correlate to word learning. We observed motor learning as participants 

learned object labels, with little evidence of motor learning once the labels were acquired. This 

suggests that motor learning in naturalistic experimental conditions could offer an index of 

higher cognitive processes, such as language learning. 
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Learning the Motor Transfer Function of a Robot Arm with Neural Networks 

Overview 

To investigate computational challenges related to prediction in the neural control of 

movement, I trained a series of neural networks to predict endpoint trajectories of a simulated 

robotic arm as a function of a motor command. Although I succeeded in identifying features of 

training that were essential for good performance either locally or globally, none of the trained 

models was qualitatively successful even on a highly controlled dataset. This may have 

implications for theoretical descriptions of motor control which depend on highly accurate motor 

prediction. 

Background 

Forward models are an important theoretical construct in neuroscience. Although 

originally defined in terms of predicting factory output with production delays of weeks or 

months, forward models have been readily adapted to describe predictions on the order of 

milliseconds in robotic and biological control processes. Theoretically, the benefit of a forward 

model is the ability to adapt a noisy control signal before sensory feedback has been processed 

(Fig. A.4). Forward models are considered essential for the acquisition and production of smooth 

motor control (Marr 1969, Doya 2000). Neural circuits dedicated to predicting the sensory 

outcomes of actions are generally associated with the cerebellum and olivary nucleus. 

 

Figure A.4: Forward models in motor control allow for error correction based on predictions. If 

the quality of predictions is good, this can reduce the latency of the feedback control process and 

largely eliminate oscillations around a target, particularly when it is not possible to learn a 

“perfect” controller. 

Problem 

Learning a predictive model is generally considered an "easy problem" in motor control. 

As commands are sent to the body, copies of the commands are sent to the forward model, which 

generates predictions. The predictions and the observed positions from the body can then be 

compared to generate a prediction error. 
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Figure A.5: Forward models are considered easier to learn than controllers (inverse models) 

due to the directly observable training signal. 

Nevertheless, for a motor system with many nested degrees of freedom, the effect that a 

motor command will have on the body varies across time and space. Even in the case of a fully 

deterministic motor transfer function (i.e. the function computed by the plant to transform the 

command into the position), there may be many sources of nonlinearity which interact in 

complex ways. Learning a general predictive model of such a system may not be useful unless it 

can capture both the global and the local characteristics of the transfer function. 

I trained a series of dense neural networks of varying complexity on a motor prediction 

task using a dataset of simulated robot arm movements. During an initial phase of model 

exploration, I evaluated the performance of all models under a variety of training conditions to 

identify the models and hyperparameters with the greatest potential performance. In a second 

model tuning phase, I explored many more combinations of hyperparameters for two of the 

models. 

Dataset 

I developed a robot arm model in gazebo. Gazebo is a physically-realistic robot 

simulation platform in which a robot is specified in terms of 3d shapes and physical properties 

(Koenig & Howard 2004). The arm had a fixed based supporting 3 limb segments, each attached 

by a 1-axis revolving joint to the prior segment (i.e. shoulder -> elbow -> wrist). Each joint angle 

was clamped to approximately the range of a human arm and each joint applied a constant 

friction of 1 Nm. The hand of the robot was therefore only capable of motion in the X-Z plane. 

Gravity was disabled for all arm segments. 

The robot arm model was programmatically driven by an arm controller script written in 

python and interfaced via Robot Operating System. The arm controller generated pseudo-random 

values for joint efforts (torques) and applied the efforts at fixed, 20 ms intervals to the 

simulation. The controller applied joint efforts in 5 s runs and recorded the position of the hand 

at each timestep. After each run, joint effort and hand position matrices were saved and the 

simulation was reset to initial conditions prior to the next run. 5000 runs were performed. 
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Figure A.6: Recording of the gazebo simulation while the arm controller is running. The hand 

jumps back to the starting position between runs. See the ipython notebook for animation. 

In principle, the motor transfer function of the robot arm model should be similar to the 

following: 

 

ai ( t ) is joint angle for joint i at time t 

ji ( t ) is joint effort for joint i at time t 

f ( j ) is friction, if | j | < k, then f ( j ) = j, else f ( j ) = k sign ( j ), k is a constant 

dai ( t ) = ( ji ( t ) - f ( ji ( t ) ) ) / mi, mi is the radial inertia around joint i 

ai ( t ) = ai ( t - 1 ) + dai ( t ) = sum0:t [ dai ( . ) ] + ai ( 0 ) 

li is length of segment i, cx and cy are the constant offsets for x and y 

x ( t ) = l1 cos ( a1 ( t ) ) + l2 cos ( a1 ( t ) + a2 ( t ) ) 

            + l3 cos ( a1 ( t ) + a2 ( t ) + a3 ( t ) ) + cx 

y ( t ) = l1 sin ( a1 ( t ) ) + l2 sin ( a1 ( t ) + a2 ( t ) ) 

            + l3 sin ( a1 ( t ) + a2 ( t ) + a3 ( t ) ) + cy 

 

However, that description is inaccurate for a couple of reasons: 

• The simulation used to generate data is based on iterated differential equations with much 

greater temporal precision than the 10 ms steps of our input/output, and the lagged cross 

correlations above show that the effects of effort are not simply delayed by 1 timestep 
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• The radial inertia mi is itself a complex nonlinear function of the joint angles 

• The joint angles are bounded, which means dai (t) has a nonlinear dependence on ai (t-1) 

 

Nevertheless, the dominant feature of the transfer function should be nested sinusoids, 

and the entire function is deterministic. 

Model Exploration 

In the initial phase of the project, I explored a series of models beginning with a very 

basic single hidden layer network and proceeding to a 2d convolutional network (Table 1). 

Many model variants were tested only once or twice and abandoned if no significant 

improvement was observed in training. 

 

Model Description Qualitative Performance 

Dense1 250 ReLU Converges quickly, overfits within 100 epochs  
1000 ReLU Better test error, more overfitting 

Dense3 3 x 80 ReLU Converges quickly, better performance than 

Dense1, overfits  
3 x [250, 500, 1000] ReLU Converges, better train error but same test error 

as Dense3  
5 x 250 ReLU Converges with small learning rate, but 

asymptotic train error is poor 

Conv1 16 1d Conv ReLU > 250 ReLU Good train and test error, overfitting not as bad 

as above 

Conv2 16 2d Conv ReLU > 250 ReLU Best train and test error, does not generally 

overfit  
2 x [16, 32, 48] 2d Conv ReLU > [1, 2] 

x [250, 500] ReLU 

Good train and test error, overfits quickly, poor 

predictions 

 

Table A.1: Qualitative summary of model exploration. 
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Figure A.7: Train and test error by epoch for several models during model exploration. 

While the best models in the model exploration phase performed reasonably well in terms 

of the loss function, the resulting predictions were not satisfying. Even overfit models produced 

trajectories which seemed to exhibit much more random, high-frequency variation than was 

present in the actual trajectories. The high-frequency noise allowed the envelope of the 

prediction to sometimes track the true position, even as the mean was far from accurate, thus 

some of these models perhaps captured the local structure but missed the global structure of the 

problem. 

 

Figure A.8: Predictions (blue) made by an overfit Dense1 network are much noisier than actual 

trajectories (orange). The top row represents the X coordinate, the bottom row represents the Y 

coordinate. Each column is a randomly selected trajectory. 
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At the end of the model exploration phase of the project I discovered that applying 

dropout to the inputs (not just the hidden layer activations) significantly altered the predictions of 

the models (Fig. A.6). These “de-noising” predictors were dramatically underfitting the problem 

but were often more successful at predicting long-term movement of the hand. 

 

Figure A.9: Predictions (blue) made by an underfit Conv2 network are smooth, but lack many of 

the local fluctuations of the actual trajectories (orange). 

Model Tuning 

To determine whether a model could be made to fit both the global smoothness and long-

term structure and the local, rapid fluctuations in the trajectories, I focused on 2 models in 

greater detail. 

The most important hyperparameters for asymptotic performance of the models in this 

task are batch size, dropout rate, and kernel size for convolutional networks. Model architecture 

overall does not seem to be crucial, although larger models tend to be more susceptible to 

overfitting. The best performing model overall was a version of Conv2 which achieved test MSE 

of 0.12. The Dense1 model also performs quite well with high input dropout, generally reaching 

test MSE around 0.15. These models produce noticeably more accurate predictions in the best 

cases than the exploratory models, with reduced but not completely eliminated high-frequency 

variation (Fig. A.10). 
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Figure A.10: Best (left 3) and worst (right 3) predictions of the best tuned Conv2 model (Row 

MSE above). High-frequency variation is somewhere in between the examples above. 

However, neither of the tuned models is compelling on average. Many predicted 

trajectories still exhibit large deviations (sometimes late in the run), and qualitative fit is still 

poor. 

Conclusions 

It is likely that more advanced models, more finely tuned hyperparameters, or some 

combination would yield significantly better performance on this motor prediction task. 

However, the actual motor prediction task performed by animal brains must be many orders of 

magnitude more complex due to not just dozens of interacting skeletal joints but thousands of 

interacting muscles, nonstationary properties of the environment, interactions with objects, etc. If 

the solution to this problem were parameter tuning alone, the resulting system would likely be 

extremely unstable. 

Instead, I would suggest that, akin to the multiple time-scales of plasticity present in 

neural systems, this robotic prediction problem calls out for distinct models of temporally and 

spatially local versus global behavior. Rather than trying to optimize a single model to fit all of 

the complexity in the problem, it might be preferable to train a slow-learning model on the large-

scale and contextual variation, followed by a fast-learning model trained to predict only the 

residuals. This approach adds model complexity, but it might ultimately result in a more stable 

solution. 
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Appendix B 

Affordance Compatibility Effect for Word Learning in Virtual Reality 

 

Rich sensorimotor interaction facilitates language learning and is presumed to ground 

conceptual representations. Yet empirical support for early stages of embodied word learning is 

currently lacking. Finding evidence that sensorimotor interaction shapes learned linguistic 

representations would provide crucial support for embodied language theories. This appendix 

describes a research project which attempts to provide that support. Although this work is 

perhaps not as directly relevant to the dynamic decision-making perspective, nonetheless it 

provides an interdisciplinary look at dynamic behaviors and describes a potentially useful new 

method for studying the behavioral dynamics which accompany complex neural processes. 

 

In Press: 

Gordon, Chelsea L., Shea, Timothy M., Noelle, David C., and Balasubramaniam, Ramesh 

(2018). Affordance compatibility effect for word learning in virtual reality. Cognitive Science. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Action/sensory language is grounded in sensorimotor processes 

Embodied language theories propose that linguistic representations are grounded in 

sensorimotor experiences: that words evoke sights, sounds, and movements in the mind, and 

those features constitute the representations of the words (e.g., Glenberg, 1997; Barsalou, 1999; 

Glenberg and Kaschak, 2002; Gallese & Lakoff, 2005; Barsalou, 2008). In many cases, theories 

of language embodiment have focused on how sensorimotor experiences are reactivated and 

recombined in mental simulations (Zwaan and Madden, 2005; Barsalou, 2009). Simulations are 

thought to constrain ongoing sensorimotor processes, perturbing the actions and perceptions of 

language listeners. Furthermore, interactions between the sensorimotor foundations of language 

and real time sensorimotor processes are bidirectional, thus concurrent motor and perceptual 

states bias the comprehension and production of language. Evidence supporting a general view 

of language as situated and embodied extends from embodied spatial language (Spivey et al., 

2000) to emotional language (Glenberg, Havas, Becker, & Rinck, 2005; Havas, Glenberg, and 

Rinck, 2007) and abstract language (Casasanto & Boroditsky, 2008; Matlock et al., 2011). 

In a seminal finding, Glenberg and Kaschak (2002) demonstrated how language 

processing can influence seemingly unrelated aspects of action. In an effect referred to as the 

action-sentence compatibility effect, participants heard sentences with implied motion away 

from (“She closed the drawer”) or toward a protagonist, and judged whether the sentences were 

sensible by pulling a lever toward or away from themselves. When the direction of the response 

was the same as the implied motion of the sentence, participants made sense of the sentences 

more quickly. The speed at which a response could be prepared and executed was influenced by 

the semantics of the sentence. This is consistent with a view that sentence meaning is understood 

by how, in terms of body and environment, the actions in the sentence are accomplished. 

In addition to the substantial evidence indicating that language is grounded in 

sensorimotor experiences, numerous studies show how language generates patterns of activity in 

the nervous system which correspond to sensorimotor experiences. For instance, olfactory areas 

are activated by words associated with smells (González et al., 2006), and sound-related words 

like “ringing” activate auditory regions more than non-sound-related words (Kiefer et al., 2008). 

Many studies have shown that action words and action sentences activate somatotopic regions of 
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the motor cortex, such that “kick” recruits leg area of vPMC and “lick” recruits the face area 

(Hauk, Johnsrude, and Pulvermüller, 2004; Tettamanti et al., 2005; Buccino et al., 2005), and 

this differential activation has been found to occur as early as 200 ms after word onset (Hauk and 

Pulvermüller, 2004), suggesting involvement of these areas in early semantic processing. Not 

only does language perception evoke sensorimotor activity, non-invasive brain stimulation of 

action regions can facilitate or inhibit linguistic processes. Pulvermüller et al. (2005) found that 

priming the respective effector representation area of primary motor cortex (M1) using single-

pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) decreased reaction times for responding to words 

describing actions performed by the stimulated effector. Vukovic et al. (2017) found that online 

repetitive TMS to the motor cortex slowed reaction times to action words, while leaving 

reactions to abstract words unaffected. These experiments bolster the view that sensorimotor 

systems in the brain are not only activated by language comprehension but play active roles in 

understanding. 

1.2. How do novel words become grounded in sensorimotor systems? 

Despite the abundant evidence that language is grounded in the experiences of the body, 

a key area of embodied language theories lacking empirical support is the process by which 

sensorimotor experiences come to underlie the representation of novel words. The studies 

described above observe neural activation during perception of well-known words, which 

reflects the long-term semantic networks of these concepts and top-down knowledge of 

affordances. Research on the acquisition of embodied language effects is sparse (see Richter, 

Zwaan, & Hoever, 2009; Öttl, Dudschig, and Kaup, 2017), and it has yet to be demonstrated that 

natural interactions with novel objects can give rise to the kinds of effects discussed above. 

Empirical support for this initial phase of embodied language learning provides a crucial test of 

embodied language theories. If novel words do not show early effects of the sensorimotor 

context in which they were learned, this would undermine the view that the sensorimotor 

processes are truly constitutive of the word meanings, rather than more passive associations. 

However, if specific sensorimotor experiences that take place during word learning influence 

how those words subsequently affect behavior, it would provide powerful support for grounded 

word learning. 

Circumstantial evidence for sensorimotor interaction playing an important role in the 

acquisition of new words can be found in studies of infant word learning. Yu, Smith, and Pereira 

(2008) found in a novel word learning study with 18-month old children that the proportion of 

time that an object remained in an infant’s visual field, as well as the amount of time holding a 

named object when its name was spoken, was predictive of successful word learning. This 

suggests that sensorimotor properties are important features of word learning, but leaves unclear 

whether the kinds of interactions experienced by a learner influence the semantic representations 

of learned words. 

One reason that evidence for the acquisition of embodied language effects is sparse is due 

to the tendency for word learning studies to rely on standard computer tasks where participants 

learn the novel words for flat images of objects on a screen. This kind of learning is very unlike 

real-world word learning, where children learn about objects by picking them up and interacting 

with them. Research with real objects finds that real world objects are remembered more 

accurately than their photographic counterparts (Snow et al., 2014). Neuroimaging studies also 

show that the neural mechanisms involved in processing 3D objects may be distinct from 

mechanisms involved in processing 2D versions of those same objects (Snow et al., 2011). In 

addition, when action animations that align with the meaning of learned verbs are presented with 
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the verbs, learning is greater than when those animations do not align with the verbs (Hald et al., 

2015). This suggests that having concurrent representations of the actions implied by words 

improves learning of the words. This corresponds to how words are learned in the world, where a 

spoken word often co-occurs with the object or action it refers to, or a gesture indicating the 

action. This body of work suggests that realistic objects and movements will be more likely to 

result in embodied language effects. 

We conducted a series of three experiments to investigate sensorimotor grounding of 

novel words acquired through sensorimotor interaction with objects in a virtual environment. In 

the first experiment, we investigated whether participants would be faster to respond to novel 

words that were learned through sensorimotor interaction when the action required for the 

response used the same hand and movement as the affordance learned for the word. We refer to 

this relationship as an affordance compatibility effect. One previous study has shown evidence of 

spatial congruency effects for novel words (Öttl, Dudschig, and Kaup, 2017). The authors had 

participants learn the names of novel objects in the environment in front of them that were either 

located in the upper or lower visual field. In a test phase, recollection of the objects was 

facilitated when participants made an up or down movement congruent with the original location 

of the object. This study reveals a spatial component of the learned representations; however it 

does not involve the kind of realistic sensorimotor interaction with objects thought to underpin 

natural word learning. In contrast, participants in our experiments learned novel object names in 

a virtual environment with naturalistic affordances and were then tested in a word-color match 

test. We found that participants acquired an affordance compatibility effect where they were 

faster to respond to matches in the test phase with the hand used to interact with the named 

object from the training phase. In a follow-up experiment, participants learned the same words 

by observing virtual hands interacting with the objects. This was done to investigate whether the 

affordance compatibility effect is dependent upon direct object manipulation. Finally, in a third 

experiment, we explored the extent to which spatial affordance compatibility could be separated 

from effector-specific affordance compatibility. 

2. Experiment 1: Direct manipulation induces affordance compatibility 

In a first experiment, we explored whether sensorimotor experience during novel word 

learning would influence later processing of the learned words. We developed a gamified virtual 

reality experiment using Unreal Engine 4. Using virtual reality enabled us to attach specific 

manual affordances to virtual objects with rich visual properties. We predicted that learners 

would associate the affordances of objects with the words for those objects and that these 

associations would influence behavioral responses even when explicit retrieval of the 

affordances was not necessary. We tested this by comparing responses in a word-color matching 

task. If responses which were compatible with the affordance of a word were faster than 

incompatible responses, this would be evidence of a learned affordance compatibility effect. In 

addition, we incorporated a variety of visual and auditory consequences of actions (e.g. potions 

pouring a stream of liquid) to motivate learning and encourage participants to engage with the 

virtual environment. 
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Figure B.1: The HTC Vive virtual reality system consisting of a motion-tracked head-mounted 

display with 2160x1200 resolution, 2 handheld motion controllers, and 2 wall-mounted infrared 

sensors. During the experiment, participants cannot see their actual body or surroundings, but 

instead see a game-like environment and virtual hands (see Fig. 2). Image source: HTC Vive 

Press Kit. 

2.1. Methods 

Twenty-seven participants (23 women; 25 right handed) completed a two-part experiment 

using an HTC Vive virtual reality system (Fig. B.1). We initially planned 30 participants, but 

due to technical issues and low performance during training, only 27 completed the experiment. 

Participants were adult undergraduate students (age 19-23 years) recruited from the University of 

California, Merced behavioral subjects research pool. All participants had normal or corrected 

vision and normal hearing and spoke fluent English (19 bilingual). Participants provided 

informed consent prior to beginning the experiment. During the experiment, participants 

interacted via hand-held controllers with a virtual environment. The controllers were visually 

represented to the participants as virtual hands which tracked the position and orientation of the 

participant’s actual hands. All participants completed a pre- and post-exposure comfort survey 

(supplementary materials) adapted from the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (Kennedy, Lane, 

Berbaum, & Lilienthal, 1993) and were debriefed on the nature of the experiment upon 

completion. 

The training phase of the experiment was a gamified novel word learning task. 

Participants learned the names of six novel objects. Names were selected from the NOUN 

Database (Horst & Hout 2016) and randomly assigned to the six objects. The objects were 

modelled to resemble potion bottles with visually distinct shapes and colors. The objects were 

arranged on either side of a large cauldron which occupied the center of the virtual space. 

Objects on the right side had handles on the right side and could only be grasped with the right 

hand, and symmetrically for the left side. Each novel object afforded either a left- or a right-

handed grasp. 

Participants were instructed to “Pour in these ingredients…” followed by one of the novel 

words. Following the prompt, participants picked up one of the objects by the handle (pulling the 

trigger on the controller to grasp) and tilted it over the virtual cauldron to pour the ingredient 
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(Fig. B.2). If the word matched the ingredient poured, a swirling particle effect indicated 

success. If the ingredient did not match, the cauldron exploded, and the potions were reset to the 

sides of the cauldron in random positions but without changing the side on which a given object 

appeared. Pouring trials were grouped into recipes of 2-6 non-repeating ingredients. If the 

participant correctly poured all of the ingredients in a recipe, a short musical tune was played, a 

virtual object (e.g. a floating globe) appeared somewhere in the environment, and the potions 

were randomly reset to their sides. The training process was repeated until participants 

completed 20 recipes. Most participants completed the training in 10-25 minutes. Two 

participants failed to complete the training phase in one hour and were excluded from further 

analysis. 

 

Figure B.2: Screenshots from the perspective of a participant in Experiment 1. (Top) Six novel 

objects arranged on either side of a cauldron. During each training trial, the participant heard 

one of six object names, then grasped one object by the handle (silver or gold rings) and poured 

it into the cauldron. (Bottom Left) If the correct object was poured into the cauldron, swirling 

“magical” particles would indicate success. A series of successful pours would cause an object 

(e.g. floating globe) to appear. (Bottom Center) An incorrect pour resulted in the cauldron 

exploding. (Bottom Right) During the test phase, the participant heard one of the novel words 

and saw a patch of color. The participant was instructed to pull the left (or right) trigger on the 

motion controller if the patch of color matched the color of the named object. 
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After training, participants performed a match-mismatch reaction time task based on the 

Action-Sentence Compatibility Effect (Glenberg & Kaschak 2002). Participants heard one of the 

words from the previous phase and were presented with a patch of color matching one of the 

objects. The patch of color was shown 100 ms after the start of the audio. Participants were 

instructed to respond as quickly as possible by pulling one controller trigger if the color matched 

the named ingredient or pulling the other if it did not match (counterbalanced between subjects). 

Trigger pulls performed during the match response were the same movements used to grasp the 

objects in the learning phase. If the word referred to a potion poured with the same hand as the 

trigger response, the trial was coded as compatible, otherwise it was incompatible. There were 

200 randomized trials, half of which were compatible and half of which were incompatible trials. 

There were also an equal number of match (“yes” response) and mismatch (“no” response) trials. 

If no response was made within 1.5 seconds, the trial ended and was recorded as a non-response. 

Trials were completed in 5 blocks of 40 trials separated by 10 second breaks. Word-object 

mappings were randomized in the training phase after every 10 subjects to control effects of 

word or color during the test phase. We recorded and analyzed which response was made and 

reaction times for all trials. 

2.2. Results 

A total of 5400 test trials were completed with a no-response rate of 7.4% and an 

incorrect response rate of 3.9%. We excluded mismatch trials from further analyses of 

affordance compatibility. Mismatch trials require a participants to retrieve both the object that 

the word references and the object that the color references. Either, none, or both of these objects 

may correspond to a compatible affordance. Match trials only require recalling the object 

referred to by both. We also eliminated incorrect and no-response trials. Response times that 

were 2.5 standard deviations away from the mean for each subject were discarded as outliers 

(less than 1% of the data). There was a small decrease in reaction times for most subjects during 

the first 10-20 trials indicating an effect of practice. However, we determined that practice 

effects did not interfere with further analysis, so we did not exclude initial trials. 

Incorrect response rates were nearly identical for compatible and incompatible trials 

while the no-response rate was slightly greater for incompatible trials (Fig. B.3). Both kinds of 

errors were relatively infrequent, which may be due to a lack of pressure to respond quickly. 

Compatible match trials were 29 ms (90% CI = (-5, 69) ms) faster on average for the right hand 

and 16 ms (90% CI = (-14, 44) ms) faster for the left hand. 
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Figure B.3: (Left) The incorrect and no response rates in Experiment 1, for compatible versus 

incompatible trials. Error bars denote SEM. The no-response rate was roughly 2% greater for 

incompatible than compatible trials, corresponding to an average of 4 time-outs per subject. 

(Right) The mean reaction times for left and right responses by the affordance of the named 

object for match trials, excluding incorrect and no-response trials. Error bars denote SEM. The 

affordance compatibility effect is shown as an interaction between affordance and response. 

We performed a linear mixed effects analysis on reaction times using R and the nlme 

package (Pinheiro et al., 2017), following recommendations from Zuur et al. (2009). Fixed 

effects included in the model were response (left or right), affordance (left or right), and the 

interaction between these variables. We added random intercepts for subjects, as maximum 

likelihood tests performed using REML (restricted maximum likelihood estimation) indicated 

this was the best fit for the random term of the model. We ran a likelihood-ratio chi-square test 

comparing the full model to a null model without the affordance by response interaction to 

determine whether the full model performed significantly better. We obtained p-values for 

individual model predictors by running the full model with REML. We then used a monte carlo 

simulation method to compute the probability of finding a significant interaction (ß = .88) and 

90% confidence intervals for the model coefficients. We calculated the monte carlo estimates by 

sampling subjects and trials with replacement from our original data. 

The full model significantly outperformed the null model (p < .0001, L ratio = 17.0). We 

did not find a significant main effect of response (coef = 54 ms, 90% CI [-12, 127], t = 1.36, p = 

.18) or affordance (coef = 19 ms, 90% CI [-10, 44], t = 1.75, p = .08). As predicted, we observed 

an interaction between response and affordance (Fig. B.3), such that participants responding to 

matches with their left hand had quicker responses to words associated with the left affordance 

and participants responding to matches with their right hand had quicker responses to words 

associated with the right affordance (coef = -59 ms, 90% CI [-102, -11], t = 4.13, p < .0001, 

Cohen’s d = .29). This interaction indicates that the novel words acquired an affordance 

compatibility effect: that actions which were compatible with the sensorimotor interactions 

practiced while learning a word were facilitated over incompatible actions. 
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3. Experiment 2: Action-observation induces affordance compatibility 

We next asked whether the affordance compatibility effect for learned words could be 

induced without direct manipulation of objects. We conducted a second experiment in which 

participants performed the training task verbally while observing virtual hands manipulating the 

objects. Observation of actions recruits a network of brain regions significantly overlapping with 

the areas active during execution of the same action (Hari et al., 1998; Buccino et al., 2001; 

Fadiga, Craighero, & Olivier, 2005; Grezes & Decety, 2001). Furthermore, observation of motor 

learning is found to facilitate motor learning in the observer upon later learning of the same task 

(Mattar and Gribble, 2005), suggesting that the observer was simulating the motor experience of 

the actor as they watched the action unfold. Thus, we expect the neural processes occurring in an 

action observation version of our task to substantially overlap with those in Experiment 1, 

resulting in similar formation of the associations between motor affordances and object labels. 

This would reduce the need for an individual to have exhaustive experience with a referent 

object or action in order to acquire fully grounded representations, since many grounded features 

can be acquired through social learning or observation of others. 

3.1. Methods 

Experiment 2 was conducted using the method from Experiment 1 with several 

modifications. In the training phase, following the prompt, instead of grasping and pouring one 

of the objects with the controller, participants verbally indicated which object they wished to 

pour. Each position from left to right was marked by a floating number (1 through 6). 

Participants indicated their choice by reading the number above the object. Participants were not 

given controllers. When the participant made a selection, the experimenter entered the choice on 

a keyboard and a virtual hand followed a pre-recorded trajectory to reach out, pick up, and pour 

the potion. Because the no-response rate was relatively high in Experiment 1, we increased the 

trial duration in the test phase from 1.5 s to 2 s to avoid truncating the reaction time distribution. 

We decreased the number of test trials from 200 to 160 due to concerns of fatigue, although our 

post-exposure comfort survey ultimately determined this was not an issue. Twenty-seven 

participants (18 women; 26 right handed; 18 bilingual; age 18-21 years) took part in this 

experiment. 

3.2. Results 

A total of 4200 test trials were completed with a no-response rate of 5.5% and an 

incorrect response rate of 5.2%. The mean reaction time for correct match trials was 981 ± 292 

ms. As in Experiment 1, outliers were discarded. Likely due to the increased time to respond, no-

response rates were lower in Experiment 2, and overall reaction times were greater and more 

variable. No differences were observed for no-response or incorrect response trials as a function 

of compatibility. 

Statistical modeling was conducted as in Experiment 1. The full model outperformed the 

model without the interaction (p = .036, L-ratio = 4.39). We did not find a significant main effect 

for either response (coef = 31 ms, 90% CI [-78, 141], t = -1.11, p = .62) or affordance (coef = -17 

ms, 90% CI [-56, 19], t = 0.51, p = .27). There was again a significant interaction between 

response and affordance (coef = 50 ms, 90% CI [-111, 21], t = -2.09, p = .036, Cohen’s d = .17) 

(Fig. B.4), consistent with our prediction that novel words can become associated with their 

affordances through action observation without action execution. After completing the study we 
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calculated a power estimate using monte carlo simulation as in experiment 1 (ß = .538) 

suggesting that this study design was slightly underpowered and a larger replication would help 

to determine the reliability of this finding. 

The affordance compatibility effect in this experiment was driven only by right hand 

responses. Given that most of the participants were right-handed (96%), it is possible they were 

more likely to mentally simulate the reach and grasp movement performed with the right 

artificial hand. Furthermore, the effect size in this experiment was smaller than that of 

experiment 1. This may indicate that action observation alone gives rise to a weaker association 

between words and affordances. 

 

Figure B.4: (Left) The error rates for all participants in Experiment 2. There were no clear 

differences in error rates between conditions. With the increased trial duration, the overall rate 

of no-response trials decreased roughly 2% compared with Experiment 1, while the rate of 

incorrect responses increased 1%. (Right) The mean reaction times for left and right responses 

by the affordance of the named object in match trials. The interaction between affordance and 

response demonstrates an affordance compatibility effect, though largely driven by participants 

responding with their right hands. 

4. Experiment 3: Space and hand interact in affordance compatibility 

In Experiments 1 and 2, the affordance of each novel object was represented redundantly 

through the position of the object and the orientation of the handle, as well as through corrective 

instructions to participants if they attempted to use the incorrect hand. This is consistent with 

many natural interactions with objects, in which both spatial and visual features indicate 

affordances. However, because the relative location of an object and the hand used to interact 

with it was always consistent, it was not possible to distinguish between the contribution of the 

specific hand and the side of space in which the interaction occurred. The affordance 

compatibility effects we observed in Experiments 1 and 2 could have been caused by either 

factor. Therefore, in a third experiment, we separated the spatial and hand compatibility 

dimensions by swapping the positions of some objects during training. We suspected that the 
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affordance compatibility effect in Experiments 1 and 2 was primarily driven by handedness and 

we would observe a significant interaction between affordance hand and response hand, but we 

did not have any a priori hypotheses regarding spatial compatibility. 

4.1. Methods 

The methods were similar to those of Experiments 1 and 2, aside from the location of 

each of the novel objects during training. One left-handed object always appeared on the left side 

and could only be picked up with the left hand. Another always appeared on the right side and 

could only be picked up by the left hand, requiring participants to reach across their body. A 

third object was always picked up by the left hand, but randomly alternated between the left and 

right sides. Right-hand objects had a corresponding flipped arrangement. During the test phase, 

the hand used to respond was either compatible or incompatible with the hand used to grasp the 

named object (hand compatibility) and was either on the same side of space, the opposite side of 

space, or mixed (space compatibility). To ensure the participants knew which hand to use for 

each object, the object handles were adjusted to face prominently in the direction of the correct 

hand, and the participants were instructed to pick the object up with the hand matching the 

handle direction. To collect sufficient data for the factorial design (2 hand x 3 space), 43 

participants (34 women; 39 right handed; 26 bilingual; age 18-41 years) completed the training 

phase and 200 test trials each. 

4.2. Results 

Participants in Experiment 3 completed 8160 test trials with an overall no-response rate 

of 3.8% and incorrect response rate of 7.3% (no significant differences by trial types). The mean 

reaction time for correct match trials was 927 ± 291 ms. Test trials in which the response hand 

was compatible with the hand used to grasp the named object were 22 ms faster than 

incompatible trials. Spatially incompatible trials were 9 ms faster than mixed trials and 13 ms 

faster than spatially compatible trials (Fig. B.5). 
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Figure B.5: (Left) Mean reaction times (correct match trials) for left and right responses by the 

hand used to grasp the named object. The hand compatibility effect is similar to the overall 

affordance compatibility effect in Experiments 1 and 2. (Right) We did not find any significant 

interaction between response hand and spatial affordance. Spatial compatibility did significantly 

interact with hand compatibility. 

As in Experiments 1 and 2, we applied an iterative model testing procedure to choose the 

best linear mixed effects model determined by model fit and complexity but including the 

additional interactions with spatial affordance. The model fit procedure and related data 

processing can be found in the code included in supplementary materials. The random structure 

of the model was the same as that of Experiments 1 and 2. Fixed effects included in the optimal 

model were response hand, spatial affordance (left, right, both), hand affordance (left, right), the 

interaction between space and hand, and the interaction between hand and response. Our model 

testing indicated that including the interaction between space and response did not significantly 

improve model fit (p = 0.13, L-ratio = 4.06) therefore this interaction was omitted from the 

optimal model. The final model significantly outperformed a model without the hand by 

response interaction (p < 0.0001, L-ratio = 11.3, ß = .78) and without the hand by space 

interaction (p < 0.0001, L-ratio = 14.9) (Table B.1). There was no significant main effect for 

response or hand affordance. We did observe a main effect of left spatial affordance. As in 

Experiments 1 and 2, we observed an affordance compatibility effect for the affordance hand 

(Cohen’s d = -0.19). We also observed an interaction between hand affordance and space 

affordance, where having the hand and space share the sidedness feature (both right or both left) 

speeds responding to the corresponding word (Cohen’s d = 0.24). These results are consistent 

with our prediction that hand compatibility is likely the more significant factor in the effects 

observed in Experiments 1 and 2. Although we did not make predictions regarding the effects of 

space on reaction time, our results indicate that space might modulate the hand-specific effects. 

We discuss potential explanations for this below. 

 

Table B.1: Linear mixed-effects model fit by REML 

 Value (s) Std. Error DF t-value p-value 90% CI 

Intercept 1.050 0.038 3457 28.0 0.0000 [.997, 1.139] 

Right Response -0.023 0.051 41 0.45 0.65 [-.088, .025] 

Right Hand -0.021 0.017 3457 -1.25 0.21 [-.079, .099] 

Left Space -0.040 0.014 3457 -2.80 0.005 [-.101, .019] 

Right Space -0.012 0.014 3457 -0.81 0.42 [-.057, .032] 

Right Response * Right Hand -0.056 0.017 3457 -3.36 0.0008 [-.109, -.003] 

Right Hand * Left Space 0.075 0.020 3457 3.71 0.0002 [.015, .185] 

Right Hand * Right Space 0.019 0.020 3457 0.94 0.35 [-.040, .095] 

 

5. Discussion 

We conducted three novel word learning experiments using virtual reality to investigate 

the ways in which object affordances become associated with words. Participants learned the 

names of virtual potions through interaction in several training conditions. Then, in a word-color 

matching task, we observed faster responses for words which referred to objects grasped with the 
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same hand used for the response than those grasped with the opposite hand. We refer to this as 

an affordance compatibility effect. This is an important demonstration of naturalistic 

sensorimotor interaction during word learning giving rise to embodied language effects. 

In our second experiment, we confirmed that an affordance compatibility effect can be 

induced, perhaps to a lesser extent, through observation of virtual effectors. This result is 

consistent with theories suggesting that action observation networks in the brain support 

imitation and social learning (Iacoboni, Woods, Brass, Bekkering, Mazziotta, & Rizzolatti, 

1999), and suggests that words and concepts learned while watching others may activate 

sensorimotor experience-dependent networks in the same way as words learned by doing. Prior 

work has shown that motor learning can occur during passive observation of a motor task 

(Mattar & Gribble, 2005), but these findings further demonstrate that action observation 

influences language learning. It is important to note again, however, that this observation 

network does seem to activate this embodied representation to a weaker degree than direct 

manipulation. While the affordance compatibility effect was observed for the right hand 

responses, it was absent for left hand responses. Research shows that right-handers may have a 

more difficult time learning words that represent left-handed actions (Nooijer et al., 2013), which 

may play a role in our study. Additional work will be needed to explore the role and limits of 

observation as a means of acquiring embodied semantic knowledge. 

In our third experiment, we sought to understand the relationship between effects of hand 

versus space on the affordance compatibility effect. We confirmed that the effector used to 

interact with an object acquired an affordance compatibility effect even when crossing the body 

to interact. We did not identify a direct relationship between the space in which affordances were 

learned and the resulting response dynamics. The interaction between space and hand suggests 

that a direct study of the relationship between spatial and motor affordances would be beneficial. 

Response times were faster when spatial and effector-specific affordances were consistent, 

regardless of the hand used to make the response. This suggests that a shared affordance feature 

in this context might facilitate response preparation. Given that spatial location frequently 

corresponds with effector-specific affordances, interacting with and learning about objects for 

which these features are inconsistent may engage distinct cognitive and neural mechanisms. The 

present study was not able to test these predictions directly, preventing a clear picture of spatial 

affordance effects from emerging. More work is needed to address these questions. This 

experimental paradigm introduces a platform which can be extended for further exploration of 

cognition grounded in naturalistic body movements.  

Another explanation for these results that we considered is that the affordance 

compatibility effect is related to a Simon effect (Simon, 1969; Roest et al., 2016). The Simon 

effect refers to a pattern of faster responses when the response and the stimuli share an 

overlapping spatial dimension. This widely replicated finding can be seen, for instance, by 

showing participants a picture of a mug, where the participant needs to push a button with the 

left hand to classify the object. In this example, the participant should be faster to respond if the 

handle of the mug faces left than if it faces right. In our experiments, an overlap between the 

response and the handle direction of the recalled object resembles a Simon task. Beyond this 

superficial similarity, however, our paradigm bears little relationship to the Simon task. The 

Simon effect has only been reported when the visual stimulus bearing a spatial indicator co-

occurs with the response. In our experiment, participants recall the novel object from memory 

given only a verbal cue. Further, in the Simon task, the spatial cue of the stimulus is carefully 

presented within the visual field, whereas in our tasks participants are free to look around 
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naturally and very often do not look at the objects as they hear the words. We therefore do not 

believe these results can be explained by the Simon effect, nor do we think it is conceptually 

straightforward to extend the Simon effect to encompass these findings. Nevertheless, it is 

important to situate our findings among the broader literature on action compatibility.  

One important caveat of this work, and much of the existing research on embodied 

language, is that it is difficult to determine precisely how interactions between language and 

sensorimotor systems give rise to action compatibility effects. These effects are typically small 

perturbations of response latency or accuracy which could be caused because cognitive conflict 

is induced by incompatible action representations or because motor preparation is facilitated by 

linguistic activation of motor regions. In either case, response incompatibility is obviously 

regularly overcome during natural behavior, so it is difficult to know the importance of 

affordance compatibility for everyday cognition. These challenges are not unique to embodied 

language research: visuospatial compatibility effects (e.g. S-R Compatibility, Michaels, 1988) 

similarly rely on slightly speeded responses to investigate motor representations. Nevertheless, a 

more direct test of the efficacy of sensorimotor activity in linguistic representations is needed if 

embodied language accounts are to replace, rather than complement, amodal symbolic 

representations. 

A crucial piece in the understanding of embodied language will come from bridging 

short-term embodied learning effects like those demonstrated here with longer-term embodied 

language effects observed in fluent adults (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Barsalou, 1999). 

Embodied language theories predict a progression from specific sensorimotor associations to 

more flexible, generalized sensorimotor simulations as words are expressed in a broader set of 

contexts (Zwaan, 2004; Barsalou, 2009). Many unanswered questions remain about how 

associations between affordances and words change over weeks and months of sensorimotor 

experience. The effort to answer these questions will benefit from the integration of naturalistic 

infant and child language learning research with virtual reality experiments offering greater 

control over sensorimotor interactions. As these questions are tackled, we may come to better 

understand how our bodies and environments give meaning to the words we use. 
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